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Introduction 
 
A mixed-use development is a single physically and functionally integrated development of 
three or more revenue-producing uses developed in conformance with a coherent plan.       
Because the diversity of land uses is believed to provide a multifunctional living space and  
allows for a more efficient utilization of urban land and a reduced distance between origin and 
destination, mixed-use has become a widely accepted trip reduction strategy included in many 
transportation plans.  
 
However, thus far, a rigorous and quantitative analysis on the relationship between land-use 
mixture and trip reduction is still lacking and inconclusive. The assumption that land-use 
mixture will necessarily lead to reduced trip making is often called into question. In fact, it is 
usually hard to prove the existence of a positive and causal relationship between mixed land-
use and trip reduction due to the confounded effects from other factors.  
 
This study is intended to assess the impacts of mixed-use development on home-based trip 
rates (person trips per household) in Richmond, Virginia, United States (U.S.). Through this 
empirical study, the paper will quantify the correlation relationship between land-use mixture, 
socioeconomic variables, and trip making by means of both geographical and statistical tools. 
On the geographical front, the paper utilizes the tool of Geographical Information System (GIS), 
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Abstract: Richmond, Virginia has implemented numerous mixed land-use policies to 
encourage non-private-vehicle commuting for decades based on the best practices of other 
cities and the assumption that land-use mixture would positively lead to trip reduction. This 
paper uses both Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and statistical tools to empirically 
test this hypothesis. With local land use and trip making data as inputs, it first calculates 
two common indices of land-use mixture - entropy and dissimilarity indices, using GIS tool, 
supplemented by Microsoft Excel. Afterwards, it uses Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) to calculate the correlation matrices among land-use mixture indices, 
socioeconomic variables, and home-based work/other trip rates, followed by a series of 
regression model runs on these variables. Through this study, it has been found that land-
use mixture has some but weak effects on home-based work trip rate, and virtually no 
effects on home-based other trip rate. In contrast, socioeconomic variables, especially auto 
ownership, have larger effects on home-based trip making. 
 
 
Key Words: land-use mixture, socioeconomic variables, home-based trip rates, entropy                                                                                      
          index, dissimilarity index.  
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supplemented by Microsoft Excel, to calculate entropy and dissimilarity indices for measuring 
land-use mixture. On the statistical front, the paper relies on Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) to measure the correlation and regression relationships among home-based 
trip rates, land-use mixture indices, and socioeconomic variables. Because of its theoretical 
and practical contributions, this study has its research significance.    
 
Following this introduction, this paper contains five additional sections. Section 2 is a literature 
review. After that, Section 3 introduces the research methodology. Section 4 then briefly 
describes the geographical setting of Richmond, Virginia, focusing on its location, demography, 
land use, poverty, and transportation. As the core component of this paper, Section 5 presents 
the analytical results calculated using GIS, MS Excel, and SPSS tools. Finally, Section 6 
summarizes research findings and draws conclusions. 
 

Literature Review 
 
There is a voluminous literature on the relationship between built environment (BE, which 
includes the so-called “D” variables, such as density, diversity, design, distance to transit, and 
others) and travel behavior (TB). Due to the space limitation, this section only provides a 
concentrated review of the BE-TB relationship, with a particular emphasis on the relationship 
between mixed use and trip frequencies. 
 

An Overview 
 
Even though the conventional four-step transportation model initially developed in the 1950s 
already includes the BE factors in the modelling process, the modern systematic studies on the 
relationship between BE and TB can be traced to the 1980s. In the 1980s, planners realized 
that the spatial distribution of trip origins and destinations could be used as a policy tool to 
affect travel. In the space of a few years, this idea was articulated in the form of jobs-housing 
balance (Cervero 1986,1989), transit-oriented development (Calthorpe 1993), the 
transportation elements of the new urbanism and neotraditional design (Duany and                    
Plater–Zyberck 1991, Friedman, Gordon and Peers 1994, Kelbaugh 1989), and the explosive 
land use-travel studies from the mid-1990s (see, e.g., Cervero and Kockelman 1997, Ewing, 
Haliyur and Page 1995, Frank and Pivo 1995). So far, hundreds of papers and several 
literature reviews have been published (for reviews, see, e.g., Badoe and Miller 2000, Boarnet 
and Crane 2001, Boarnet 2011, Brownstone 2008, Crane 2000, Ewing and Cervero 2001, 
2010, Handy 2005, Heath et al. 2006, Henderson and Bialeschki 2005). The research is still 
going on because many issues have not been resolved yet. 
 

Research on Mixed Use: Still Inconclusive 
 
Mixed use or land use mixture is one of the key principles recommended in smart growth and 
new urbanism, which started in the early 1990s. It is generally agreed that mixed use would 
have positive effects on travel. However, this research topic remains inconclusive. The disputes 
over the years have been centered around the extent of their effects, which part of travel (trip 
frequency, trip length, mode choice, or vehicle miles traveled) affected, spurious relationship 
between the variables including the correlation of travel variable with other non-BE variables 
such as socioeconomic variables, residential self-selection, association and causality 
determination, and others. Different scholars use different data sources, methodologies, 
geographic scales (neighborhood or larger area), and hypotheses, which naturally have yielded 
diverse and often inconsistent conclusions. The main arguments from proponents, skeptics and 
opponents are summarized below. Of course, their arguments are often overlapping due to its 
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complicated nature. 
 

Effects of Mixed Use on Travel: A General Understanding 
 
According to Smart Growth Online, by putting residential, commercial and recreational uses in 
close proximity to one another, alternatives to driving, such as walking or biking, become 
viable. Mixed land uses also provide a more diverse and sizable population and commercial 
base for supporting viable public transit (Source: http://www.smartgrowth.org/principles/
mix_land.php). 
 
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Program Report 684 holds that 
mixed-use developments can achieve internal trip capture rates ranging between 0% and 53%, 
which would reduce traffic volumes on the external roadway system, according to the surveys 
conducted by Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) in 1998 (Transportation Research 
Board 2011).  
 
Per Litman and Steele (2012), neighborhoods that mix land uses, make walking safe and 
convenient, and are near other development, allow residents and workers to drive significantly 
less if they choose. Mixed use is believed to reduce commute distances, particularly if 
affordable housing is located in job-rich areas, and mixed-use area residents are more likely to 
commute by alternative modes (Modarres 1993, Kuzmyak and Pratt 2003, Ewing and Cervero 
2010, Spears, Boarnet and Handy 2010).  
 
Frank and Pivo (1994) studied the impacts of land-use mix and density on use of the single 
occupancy vehicles, transit and walk modes, respectively, for shopping and work trips using 
data from the Puget Sound Transportation Panel, the U.S. Census Bureau and three local 
agencies in Washington State. From a simple correlation analysis, urban form and mode split 
were found to be significantly related.  
 
With regard to the magnitude of impacts, based on a detailed review of research, Spears, 
Boarnet and Handy (2010) concluded that the elasticity of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) with 
respect to land use mix is  -0.02 to -0.11 (a 10%  increase in an entropy or dissimilarity index 
reduces average VMT by 0.2% to 1.1%).  Ewing and Cervero (2010) found that land use mix 
reduces vehicle travel and significantly increases walking. Krizek (2003) found that households 
located in highly accessible neighborhoods travel a median distance of 3.2 km (2.0 mile) one-
way for errands versus 8.1 km (5.0 mile) for households in less accessible locations.  
 
Using travel diary data from the New York/New Jersey/Connecticut regional travel survey, 
Salon (2006) concluded that the built environment accounted for one half to two thirds of the 
difference in walking levels associated with changes in population density in most areas of New 
York City. Using travel diary data from the Austin travel survey, Zhou and Kockelman (2008) 
found that the built environment accounted for 58% to 90% of the total influence of residential 
location on VMT, depending on model specifications. Using travel diary data from northern 
California, Cao (2010) reported that, on average, neighborhood type accounted for 61% of the 
observed effect of the built environment on utilitarian walking frequency and 86% of the total 
effect on recreational walking frequency.  
 

More Complicated Issues: Association versus Causality 
 
Due to data limitations, almost all of the studies have used cross-sectional designs to establish 
a statistical association between the built environment and travel behavior, which does not 
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establish whether the cause precedes the effect. Most studies have controlled for socio-
demographic characteristics, thereby minimizing the possibility that other confounding variables 
such as income or residential self-selection, for example, create a spurious relationship 
between the built environment and travel behavior. 
 
Over the past few years, Cao, Mokhtarian, Handy and others conducted a series of studies on 
the residential self-selection issues. They found at least 38 studies using nine different 
research approaches have attempted to control for residential self-selection (Cao, Mokhtarian, 
and Handy 2009, Mokhtarian and Cao 2008). Nearly all of them found “resounding” evidence of 
statistically significant associations between the built environment and travel behavior, 
independent of self-selection influences. However, nearly all of them also found that residential 
self-selection attenuates the effects of the built environment on travel.  
 
Using data from a regional travel diary survey in Raleigh, North Carolina, Cao, Xu and Fan 
(2009) estimated that anywhere from 48% to 98% of the difference in VMT was due to direct 
environmental influences, the balance being due to self-selection. 
 
Using the survey data in eight neighborhoods in Northern California, Handy, Cao and 
Mokhtarian (2005) shows that a multivariate analysis of cross-sectional data shows that 
differences in travel behavior between suburban and traditional neighborhoods are largely 
explained by attitudes. However, a quasi-longitudinal analysis of changes in travel behavior 
and changes in the built environment shows significant associations, even when attitudes have 
been accounted for, providing support for a causal relationship. 
 
Using data from the 2000 San Francisco Bay Area travel survey, Bhat and Eluru (2009) found 
that 87% of the VMT difference between households residing in conventional suburban and 
traditional urban neighborhoods is due to “true” built environment effects, while the remainder is 
due to residential self-selection. 
 
Regarding the relative importance of BE variables and socioeconomic variables in impacting 
travel, several scholars thought that socioeconomic variables seem more important. According 
to Ewing and Cervero (2001), travel variables are generally inelastic with respect to change in 
measures of the built environment. More specifically, the built environment has a greater 
impact on trip lengths than trip frequencies and that mode choice depends as much on 
socioeconomic characteristics as on the built environment. Their analysis of the existing studies 
shows small but statistically significant effects of the built environment on vehicle miles 
traveled. Ewing and Cervero (2010) further concluded that trip frequency is primarily a function 
of socioeconomic characteristics of travelers and secondarily a function of the built 
environment. In other words, trip frequencies appear to be largely independent of land-use 
variables, depending instead on household socioeconomic characteristics.  
 
Thill and Kim (2005) believes that there may be a propensity that travel behaviors are affected 
by socioeconomic characters, such as car ownership, household size, income, and family 
structure, etc. 
 
McNally and Kulkarni (1997) examined relationships between the land-use transportation 
system and travel behavior to determine if policies advocating land-use modifications were 
likely to promote travel behavior changes. Three neighborhood types were defined, namely, 
traditional neighborhoods, planned neighborhoods, and mixed neighborhoods, the latter being 
a mixture of the elements of the former two. The data were collected in Orange County in 1991. 
Neighborhood type was found not to be a statistically significant factor in explaining the 
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variation in household trip generation and mode-choice. Income was found to be the single 
most important factor influencing travel behavior, leading the authors to conclude that the 
relationships between travel behavior and land-use were rather weak, therefore casting doubt 
on the efficacy of design-oriented solutions to address problems of congestion and air pollution. 
 

Mixed Findings: A Quick Summary  
 
It is also noted that a few scholars were skeptical about the effects of land-use mixture on 
vehicular travel (Boarnet and Sarmiento 1998, Crane and Crepeau 1998, Sarzynski et al. 2006, 
Stead 2001). Boarnet and Crane (2001) held that high-density and mixed-land uses may have 
indeterminate transportation impacts. It is impossible or ineffective to solve transportation 
problems through adjusting land use policies.  
 
Badoe and Miller (2000) reviewed some studies on urban form impacts on travel behavior as 
well as studies of transit impacts on urban form. The findings of these studies are mixed, with 
some suggesting that land-use policies emphasizing higher urban densities, traditional 
neighborhood design, and land-use mix do result in declines to auto ownership and use, while 
enhancing patronage of the more environmentally friendly modes of transit and walk. Other 
studies find this impact to be at best very weak. 
 
Cervero and Ewing (2010) argued that the correlation between mixed land-use and vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) is far from consistent due to several reasons. 
  
First, mixed land-use, without pedestrian or bicycle-friendly street design, convenient transit 
accessibility, or dense development, may not reduce non-work trip rate as expected (Cervero 
and Kockelman 1996). The main reasons for this situation have something to do with distance 
and density. If the distance between origin and destination is not close enough, or the street 
design is not convenient for non-vehicle commuters, then there is no appeal for people to use 
non-vehicle modes of transportation. Besides, land diversity and development density, “internal 
capture and pass-by capture,” which are the balance of service demand and supply within 
neighborhoods, also play an important role in mixed-use development (Cervero and Duncan 
2006). For example, if home (origin) to service (destination) has a walkable distance, then the 
motorized trip rate will be lower; otherwise, the motorized trip rate tend to be higher. It should 
be noted that Cervero and Duncan (2006) emphasized that the influence of “internal and pass-
by captures” for home to retail trips is more significant than that for home to work trips. In 
another study, Cervero even quantified the ideal service buffer to be 300 feet (about 91 
meters). As a result, the concept of “internal and pass-by captures” relates to both density and 
diversity (trip stopover or destination) (Cervero 1996). Denser development facilitates journeys 
within a walkable distance and can lead to a lower VMT. In addition, a greater land-use mixture 
implies the potential for more services provided locally within a neighborhood. 
 
Second, social networks pertain to the psychological behavior of groups. Related research 
suggests that people relocate according to their travel behavior preferences (Crane and 
Crepeau 1998, Krizek 2003). For instance, individuals who dislike driving will move to areas 
that provide better walking, bicycling, or transit accessibility. McFadden (2007) even proposed 
the idea of “imitation of travel behavior,” whereby residents of a neighborhood homogenize 
their travel behaviors over time. Furthermore, this phenomenon also involves the residents’ 
socio-economic distribution, such as income, vehicle availability, ethnicity, etc. (Cervero 1996). 
In brief, the concept of social networks means that people’s travel mode preferences may 
determine where they live and additionally shape their community’s socio-demographics, 
which, in turn, feed back into their travel behavior and the land uses in their neighborhood. 
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Opponents of Smart Growth 
 
Even though smart growth, including mixed use, is gaining its popularity in the U.S., several 
scholars are strong opponents of its policies. For example, Robert Bruegmann (2007) stated 
that historical attempts to combat urban sprawl have failed. Cox and Utt (2004) argued before 
the United States Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works that, "smart growth 
strategies tend to intensify the very problems they are purported to solve." Peter Gordon and 
Harry Richardson wrote a number of articles to criticize compact cities and sprawl containment 
strategies. According to Gordon and Richardson (2001), suburbanization, decentralization, and 
people’s preferences of driving private automobiles and living in single-family houses is a 
natural phenomenon, fitting the market economic laws. It is impossible for transit-oriented 
development (TOD) to solve urban transportation problems. Public transit only plays a 
secondary, supplemental role in urban transportation. 
In summer, so far there is no consensus on the effects of mixed use on travel. It looks like this 
situation will go on in the future. 
 

Methodology 
 

Data Sources 
 
This study uses Richmond City of Virginia as the study area (its geographic boundary and 
basic facts relevant to this study will be described in Section 4) with the following data sources: 
The 2004 land use GIS shapefile from the City of Richmond GIS team; and The 2008 home 
based work and home-based other trip rates (person trips/household) from the Richmond /    
Tri-Cities Travel Demand Forecasting Model of the Virginia Department of Transportation.  
 
Methodologically, this study involves three parts: the first part is the calculation of land use 
mixture by entropy index; the second part is the calculation of land use mixture by dissimilarity 
index; and the last part is the correlation analysis among home-based trip rates, land use 
mixture indices, and socioeconomic variables, followed by regression analysis among these 
variables. Based on this empirical study, the research findings will be summarized and 
conclusions will be drawn. The literature review suggests that so far no work has been done on 
home-based trip rates and its relationship with land-use mixture as well as socioeconomic 
variables. Therefore, this study represents a new contribution to the literature. 
 

Definition and Computing Procedures of Entropy Index  
 
Definition of Entropy Index. According to Boarnet (2011), entropy index is the most widely 
accepted and commonly used index for representing land-use mixture. It quantifies the 
heterogeneity of land uses within a given area (such as a traffic analysis zone, or TAZ). While 
the original formula created by Frank and Pivo (1994) was a logarithmic function using 10 as its 
basis, the entropy formula was later simplified as follows: 
 

Entropy = [- ∑ Pj * LN (Pj)]/ LN (k) 
 
Where 
 
Pj   = the proportion of land area in the j

th 
land use type; 

k    = the number of land uses; and  
LN = natural logarithm using e (approximately 2.718) as its basis. 
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It is noticed that the negative sign is placed before sigma symbol (∑), which converts the 
index’s negative value to positive value. Also note that the logarithmic function of Pj, LN(Pj), 
returns the relative weight/importance of category j

th
 land use type within the region. The 

resulting value of entropy index is between 0 and 1, where 0 represents no variability of land 
uses within one area (total homogeneity) and 1 represents the highest variability (total 
heterogeneity). With respect to the input data format, entropy index uses vector data. 
 
Computing Procedures of Entropy Index. Identify Parcel Lots. This step involves a pre-
process to identify every parcel of land using a unique identification number and land-use code: 
 
- Obtain the shapefile of existing land-use data (polygon features) from the Richmond GIS 

Department; 
- Convert the polygon-feature data to centroids using XtoolsPro

1)
. As shown in Figure 1, the 

Feature Conversion/Transfer/Convert Feature functions are used to choose the land-use 
code (Field name - GENERALLU in this case) as the ID field; and 

- Join the centroid layer with the TAZ boundary layer so that the centroid data are aligned with 
the TAZ and land use layers. 

Calculation of Variables 
 
This step is to calculate the percentage of each land use category within a TAZ (Pj variable). 
After exporting the land use GIS shapefile to an Excel file, this paper uses an Excel Pivot Table 
to calculate Pj  for each TAZ. The Pivot Table function also provides the number of land use 
categories in the TAZ (variable “k”). See Figure 2 for details. 
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Fig.1 - Transfer / Convert features 

 1) XtoolsPro is an external analysis tool for ArcGIS.  



 

 
 

 

Thus far, both variables Pj and k have been identified during the first step. The next step is to 
complete entropy index, as shown in Table 1.  

Definition and Computing Procedures of Dissimilarity Index  
 
Definition of Dissimilarity Index. Entropy index is designed to measure the degree of mixing 
within a neighborhood, which typically has a buffer zone of less than one-half mile radius 
(Cervero and Kockelman 1997, D’Sousa et al. 2010). Therefore, it may not be suitable for the 
larger neighborhood beyond the one-half mile radius.  
 
Recognizing entropy index’s limitation, Cervero and Kockelman (1997) developed a new 
diversity index, i.e., dissimilarity index, which is not restricted by the size of the neighborhood. 
Dissimilarity index is used to calculate the land-use mixture using many small grid cells. Each 
grid cell has the size of a hectare (10,000 square meters, 100 meters * 100 meters). 
 
Dissimilarity index is calculated using the following equation: 
 

Dissimilarity = ∑j
k
∑1

8 
(Xi/8)]/K 
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TAZ Sum of [-Pj*ln(Pj)] Count of LU Entropy 

1000 0.774350247 6 0.415699323 

1001 1.129244701 10 0.550172611 

1002 0.844791755 7 0.427299841 

1003 0.807503965 8 0.381757365 

1004 1.046380603 9 0.501947988 

1005 1.189244507 9 0.620955391 

1006 1.233639186 11 0.559856507 

1007 1.236538949 10 0.574144295 

1008 1.409392766 10 0.665042012 

Table 1 
Variables from PivotTable 



 

 
 

 

Where 
 
K   = number of actively developed grid-cells in the larger geographic area; and 
Xi  = 1 if abutting grid cells have different land uses. Otherwise, Xi = 0. 
 
As Figure 3 shows, dissimilarity index is used to measure a 3-by-3 grid. In the top pink central 
cell case, if there are six neighboring cells (out of eight) with land uses that are different from 
the pink central cell, then the pink central cell gets 6/8 points. Following the same reasoning, 
the bottom green central cell outlined by the red frame is allocated 3/8 points because only 
three neighboring cells have different land uses. 

Similar to entropy index, dissimilarity index also ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the value of 
dissimilarity index represents, the higher the variability of land uses. However, because it uses 
finer-grained cells (raster data format) rather than parcel lots (vector data format) as the unit of 
analysis, dissimilarity index is believed to present more accurate information about the type or 
intensity of mixing compared to entropy index. 
 
Computing Procedures of Dissimilarity Index. Create a Fishnet with 100 Meters ×100 
Meters Grid Cells. While the vector data of land use parcel is used in computing entropy index, 
the hectare grid cell is used as the unit of analysis in computing dissimilarity index. Therefore, a 
layer of hectare grid cells is needed to cover the entire study area.  
 
First, a fishnet is created using one ArcGIS tool: Arc Toolbox/Data Management Tool/Feature 
Class/Create Fishnet. The fishnet consists of 100 meters ×100 meters grid cells (i.e., 328.08 
feet × 328.08 feet shown in Figure 4). The net of 100 meters ×100 meters grid cells is a feature 
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Fig. 3 - Computation of Dissimilarity Index 



 

 
 

 

class (vector data format), which resembles a fishnet. Therefore, every polygon formed by the 
100 meters ×100 meters grid cell has its own object ID (OID) and spatial attributes.  
 
Second, an additional ID field named “Uni_ID” is inserted in the fishnet layer in order to identify 
each grid cell. Although every object in the feature layer already has an OID, a subsequent 
spatial join

2)
 process between two objects may alter the OID number. To avoid this situation, an 

additional ID field “Uni_ID” is inserted with the value copied from OID field. The fishnet layer of 
100 meters ×100 meters grid cells is termed “100-Fishnet.”  

Rasterization of Land Use Layer. This step involves converting the vector layer of existing land-
use to a raster layer for mapping grid cells. The ArcGIS tool is: Arc Toolbox/Conversion Tools/
To Raster/Feature to Raster. The output cell size is 10 meters ×10 meters, so it can be 
integrated into the 100-Fishnet layer.  See Figures 5 and 6 for details. 
 
The 100-Fishnet is a vector layer, but the 10 meters ×10 meters grid of cells is a raster layer. 
Since a raster layer does not contain an OID for each grid cell, which is required for calculating 
dissimilarity index, it is necessary to eventually create a vector layer to replace the raster 
layer’s attributes. 
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Fig. 4 – Creation of Fishnet 

 2) This combines the two feature layers by integrating their attribute tables according to the relative 
location of the features. 



 

 
 

 

Transfer of the land-use information to 100-Fishnet and Conversion of Its Format from Raster 
Layer into Vector Layer. This step first encodes the land-use information from 10 meters × 10 
meters grid-cells (raster layer) to 100-Fishnet (vector layer).  
 
The Arc Toolbox/Spatial Analyst Tools/Zonal/Zonal Statistics tool is used to calculate the major 
land-use type for each hectare. The major land-use type among the 10 meters × 10 meters grid 
cells is chosen for each 100 meters × 100 meters grid cell (Zone).  
 
However, the new output layer is still in raster format. The 100 meters × 100 meters grid is just 
a frame that allows the raster layer (10 meters × 10 meters grid) to have the same spatial 
layout as the 100-Fishnet layer. Figure 7 shows how this process works. 
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Fig. 5 - Rasterize Land Use Layer Fig. 6 – Raster Attribute Table 

Fig. 7 - Application of Zonal Statistics Function 



 

 
 

 

The last step is to convert the new raster layer to a vector layer using the polygon method. The 
ArcGIS tool is: Arc Toolbox/Conversion Tool/From Raster/Raster to Polygon. In this case, the 
new polygon (vector) layer is termed “Raster-Polygon.”  
 
Identify Each 100 Meters * 100 Meters Grid Cell. Each grid cell of the raster-polygon layer 
(vector) is assigned a unique ID number imported from the 100-Fishnet layer. A centroid layer 
is created and assigned the input feature layer as the layout of the 100-Fishnet. This action 
creates a centroid layer with the same layout features as the 100-Fishnet. For example, the 
100-Fishnet layer is 192×175 grid cells. Therefore, the centroid layer should also have 
192×175 (33,600) points. 
 
Figure 8 illustrates how these two layers are combined to form a point-feature layer. The 
ArcGIS tool is: Arc Toolbox/XTools/Feature Conversions/Shapes to Centroids. The raster-
polygon layer is then “spatial joined” (Arc Toolbox/Analysis Tool/Overlay/Spatial Join) to the 
centroids layer. Hence, the new output layer with a centroid feature is shown with information 
from the raster-polygon layer. The new output centroid layer in this case is called “Centroid-
SP1.” 

 

The Centroid-SP1 layer undergoes another “spatial join” with 100-Fishnet, as shown 
in Figure 9. The new output feature is a 100-Fishnet, called “Centroid-SP2.” In this 
final layer, each Centroid-SP2 grid cell is encoded with the dominant land-use 
category.  
 

Dissimilarity Index Calculation 
 
Dissimilarity index is produced in Microsoft Excel because of its complex calculation 
requirements. After exporting the Centroid-SP2 attribute table to Excel, unnecessary fields will 
be deleted, leaving only the fields of “Uni_ID” and “Land Use Code (LU Code).” Recall that the 
index formula is ∑j

k
∑1

8 
(Xi/8)]/K. The “Uni_ID” data represents each grid cell and the Xi. Each ID 

has a specific pattern, shown in Figure 10, which is an arithmetic progression, based on the 
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Fig. 8 - Transformation of Centroid-SP1 



 

 
 

 

values of the neighboring cells. The difference of 192 is from the number of columns in the 100-
Fishnet layer.  

As a result, this part of dissimilarity index (∑1
8
 (Xi/8)) can be written using the Excel 

VLOOKUP
3)

 function, as follows: 
 
∑1

8
 (Xi/8)=SUM(IF(B7378=(VLOOKUP(A7377-193,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 

IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377-192,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 
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Fig. 9 - Transformation of Centroid-SP2 

7377+191 7377+192 7377+193 

7377-1 7377 7377+1 

7377-193 7377-192 7377-191 

Fig. 10 - Pattern of the Cell Numbers  

 3) An Excel function is used to search and return a required value in the same column. 



 

 
 

 

IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377-191,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 
IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377-1,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 
IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377+1,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 
IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377+193,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 
IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377+192,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1), 
IF(B7377=(VLOOKUP(A7377+191,$A$2:$B$33601,2,FALSE)),0,1))/8 
 
The next step is to calculate K (the number of developed grid-cells in the TAZ). The Pivot Table 
tool in Excel is used to calculate the count of Uni_ID and the sum of dissimilarity index for each 
TAZ. To complete the index computation, the “sum of dissimilarity” is divided by the “count of 
Uni_ID.” All the index results are between 0 and 1.  
 

Statistical Analysis 
 
The statistical analysis portion of this paper consists of two components. 
 
The first component is the correlation analysis among home-based trip rates, land-use mixture 
indices (entropy and dissimilarity), and socioeconomic variables. This will reveal the one-on-
one relationship between each pair of variables. 
 
The second component is the multivariate regression analysis, which shows the combined 
effects of multiple independent variables (predictors) on a dependent variable (in this case, it is 
home-based work trip rate and home-based other trip rate). The independent variables not only 
include entropy and dissimilarity indices, which measure land-use mixture, but also additional 
socioeconomic variables [population/acre, auto/acre, population/household (HH), auto/
household (HH)]. In this way, the regression results will help determine whether land-use 
mixture variables or socioeconomic density variables at traffic analysis zone level and 
household level have larger effects on home-based trip making.      
 
Since this study is a cross-sectional analysis using traffic analysis zone (TAZ) as a basic unit of 
analysis, it cannot definitively answer the causality question. 
 

Richmond, Virginia: An Overview 
 

Geographic Location 
 
Figure 11 shows Richmond City (red colored) and its surrounding counties. Located 
approximately 100 miles south of Washington D.C., Richmond City is the capital city of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, adjoining Henrico County and Chesterfield County. 
 

Demography 
 
In the year 2011, Richmond City had 201,828 residents and 166,384 employees. There were 
93,837 workers living in the city and 160,603 workers working in the city. The daytime 
population was 268,594 people, calculated as: Total resident population + Total workers 
working in area - Total workers living in area. Therefore, the employment residence ratio was 
as low as 1.71 (Total workers working in the area / Total workers living in the area) (Source: 
American FactFinder 2011). 
 
Bordered by Interstates 95, 64, and 195 (Downtown Expressway), the downtown area (central 
business district or CBD) is the heartland of Richmond. The majority of the population is 
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clustered around CBD. As shown in Figure 12, the Fan District west of the downtown area has 
the highest population density.  
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Fig. 11 - 
Richmond City 

and Its 
Surrounding 

Counties 

Fig. 12 - 
Population 

Density 
Distribution 



 

 
 

 

According to the Richmond Strategic Multimodal Transportation Plan, the densest employment 
area is within the CBD. That plan also indicates that the retail areas of Carytown (Note: 
Carytown is an urban retail district lining Cary Street at the southern end of the Museum District 
in Richmond, Virginia.The district includes over 300 shops, restaurants, and offices.), 
Southside Plaza [Note: Southside Plaza is a strip mall on Richmond's south side (south of the 
James River). Its principal tenants are Farmer's Foods and CVS drug & pharmacy among 
smaller stores.], and the fragmented industrial areas located south of the James River all 
contain sites that provide a relatively large number of jobs, with the employment density of 
more than 10 jobs per acre (Source: http://www.yesrichmondva.com/transportation-
development/Richmond-Strategic-Multi-Modal-Transportation). See Figure 13 for Carytown and 
Southside Plaza. 

 
 

Land Use 
 
The types of general land-use impact the pattern of local travel behavior. The land in the CBD 
has various uses, the majority of which are commercial and official uses. Throughout the city, 
the commercial land uses are located along several primary streets and areas, such as West 
and East Broad Streets, and the area within Belvidere Boulevard (a major street linking 
Chamberlayne Avenue and Jefferson Davis Highway, unlabeled in Figure 14) and, I-95, I-64, 
and I-195. South of the city, the commercial functions are found linearly along Midlothian 
Turnpike, Hull Street, and Jefferson Davis Highway. 
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Fig. 13 – Carytown (Left) and Southside Plaza (Right) 

http://www.yesrichmondva.com/transportation-development/Richmond-Strategic-Multi-Modal-Transportation
http://www.yesrichmondva.com/transportation-development/Richmond-Strategic-Multi-Modal-Transportation


 

 
 

 

 
Outside of the downtown (commercial and official land uses) and the southeast area (industrial 
land uses), single-family residential housing comprises the majority of the total developed land, 
up to 41.8% within the city’s walking and bicycle paths. 

 

Poverty 

 
Figure 15 shows the 1999 low-income population distribution in the Richmond metropolitan 
area, which contains Richmond City as the central city. It clearly shows that the poorest areas 
are concentrated in and near CBD area, including North Side, East End, and South Side. 
 
The urban fringe areas and suburban counties had much lower percent of population under 
poverty. This pattern is consistent with that of the other metropolitan areas in the country.  
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Fig. 14 - Existing Land Uses 



 

 
 

 

 
Transportation 

 
The James River runs through the center of the city. Interstates 95 and 64 intersect in the 
downtown area, and Interstate 195 and Virginia State Route 288 separately encircle the east 
and west sides of the city. 
 
Like in the rest of the U.S., automobile is the principal transportation means for the Richmond 
residents. Table 2 shows the modeled 2008 modal shares for the total daily trips occurring in 
the entire Richmond/Tri-Cities Model Region, which includes the following list of jurisdictions: 
Chesterfield, Colonial Heights, Hanover, Henrico, Hopewell, Richmond, Petersburg, Charles 
City (partial), Dinwiddie (partial), Goochland (partial), New Kent (partial), Powhatan (partial), 
Prince George (partial). Figure 16 shows the Richmond/Tri-Cities Model Region. The entire 
Model Region currently has about 1.2 million population, about six times as large as its central 
city’s population. According to the model estimate, automobiles had more than 98% of the total 
regional modal share. 
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Fig. 15 – 1999 Richmond Low-Income Population Distribution 



 

 
 

 

 
However, for Richmond City, the modal share is very different from that of the region, with a 
much higher transit modal share for its commuting workers (7%). According to the 2007-2011 
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, Richmond City had the following modal shares 
for its commuting workers 16 years and over (total number is 94,373). See Table 3 for details. 
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Fig. 16 - The Richmond/Tri-Cities Model Region 



 

 
 

 

When comparing Table 2 and Table 3, it should be noted that central city should have a much 
higher transit modal share than its suburban counterpart. In addition, commuting workers 
should also have much higher transit modal shares than general population. Therefore, there 
exists a huge discrepancy of transit modal share between the modeled Table 2 and observed 
Table 3.   
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Table 2 
2008 Regional Modal Shares 

Trip Purpose 
Total Person 

Trips 

Auto Person Trips Transit Person Trips 

Number of 
Trips 

Percent 
Number of 

Trips 
Percent 

All 3,184,052 3,139,666 98.6 44,386 1.4 

  Peak 539,809 527,721 97.8 12,088 2.2 

  Off-Peak 2,644,243 2,611,945 98.8 32,298 1.2 

Home-Based 
Work 

719,646 702,100 97.6 17,546 2.4 

  Peak 258,784 250,439 96.8 8,345 3.2 

  Off-Peak 460,862 451,661 98.0 9,201 2.0 

Home-Based 
Other 

1,790,111 1,767,430 98.7 22,680 1.3 

  Peak 214,338 211,101 98.5 3,238 1.5 

  Off-Peak 1,575,772 1,556,329 98.8 19,443 1.2 

N o n - H o m e 
Based 

674,296 670,135 99.4 4,160 0.6 

  Peak 66,687 66,181 99.2 506 0.8 

  Off-Peak 607,608 603,954 99.4 3,654 0.6 

 Source: Virginia Department of Transportation. (2008), Richmond/Tri-Cities 
Transportation Model. No 

Table 3  
Modal Shares of Richmond Commuting Workers 

Modes Number of Trips Percent 

Car, truck, or van -- drove alone 66,614 70.6% 

Car, truck, or van -- carpooled 10,980 11.6% 

Public transportation (excluding taxicab) 6,568 7.0% 

Walked  4,171 4.4% 

Other means 2,689 2.8% 

Worked at home 3,351 3.6% 

 Source: http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?
pid=ACS_11_5YR_DP03.  



 

 
 

 

In the Richmond region, the principal transit operator is the Greater Richmond Transit 
Company (GRTC), which primarily serves Richmond City. As illustrated in Figure 17, the GRTC 
bus stops and routes are concentrated in the northern part of the city, i.e. north of the James 
River (crossing the city in the central area and blue colored), especially in the downtown area. 
The northern part of Richmond has a better accessibility to public transportation facilities as the 
0.25-mile buffer zones of the GRTC bus routes cover most of the area. 

Figure 18 shows the distribution of home-based work trip rate for the city. The highest home-
based work trip rates are found in a small block of the CBD, north of Broad Street, and 
southeast of the intersection of I-95/I-64 and I-195. The second highest rates of home-based 
work trips are found mostly in the residential, industrial, or commercial areas of Richmond, 
such as the Far West neighborhood, a partial area of the Broad Rock neighborhood between 

Fig. 17 - Service Area of GRTC 
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the Jefferson Davis Highway and Midlothian Turnpike, the Woodland Heights neighborhood, 
etc. 

 
Figure 19 shows that the home-based other trips are mostly generated to the north of Broad 
Street, or the area between the Jefferson Davis Highway and Midlothian Turnpike. The highest 
home-based other trip rates are found between 7th and 12th Streets within the CBD.  
 
 
 

Fig. 18 - Map of TAZs with Home-Based Work Trip Rate 
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Results of Analysis 

 
This section documents and analyzes the results of computing both entropy and dissimilarity 
indices, and conducting correlation / regression analysis among these two indices, 
socioeconomic variables, and home-based trip making.   
 
This paper uses traffic analysis zone (TAZ) in the Richmond/Tri-Cities Model as a basic unit of 
analysis. The computing process is also called “NEAT-GIS” (Neighborhood Environment for 
Active Transport – Geographic Information Systems) (D’Sousa et al. 2010). While GIS handles 
the geographic analysis portion of the work, calculation of the indices will be completed using 
Microsoft Excel. Following the computing procedures described in the Methodology Section, 
the results are shown below. 
 
 

Fig. 19 - Map of TAZs with Home-based Other Trip Rate 
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Entropy Index of the Richmond Land Use Mixture 
  
Figure 20 uses a darker red color to indicate higher entropy and higher heterogeneity of land 
uses. It indicates that the areas with the highest mixing level or entropy value over 0.90 are 
located in the CBD between 7th and 9th Streets. The other areas with the high level of land-use 
mixture are located near the intersection of I-195 and Broad Street, and the southwest part of 
the City near the intersection of Forest Hill Avenue and Route-76 (Powhite Parkway). The 
lowest entropy areas are located in the southwest of Monument Avenue and I-195 (Downtown 
Expressway) with an entropy value under 0.2, where single-family residential land uses are 
dominant. 

Dissimilarity Index of the Richmond Land Use Mixture 
 
As illustrated in Figure 21, by using dissimilarity index as an indicator of land-use mixture, the 
mixed land use areas are even more clustered in the downtown area of Richmond than by 

Fig. 20 – Entropy Index in Richmond 
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using entropy index as an indicator. In addition to downtown area, the Fan District has a very 
high level of land-use mixture. 

In summary, whether using entropy index and dissimilarity index, downtown, nearby areas 
along Broad Street, and a few major street intersections have a relatively high level of land-use 
mixture. The outlying areas, especially residential areas, are more homogeneous with low level 
of land-use mixture.  
 

Correlation Analysis between Home-Based Trip Rates and Land-Use Mixture Indices 
 
This section first generates scatterplots (Fig. 22) and then conducts a correlation analysis 
between home-based trip rates (home-based work and home-based other) and land-use 
mixture indices (entropy and dissimilarity). The correlation matrix is shown in Table 4. 
 

Fig. 21 – Dissimilarity Index in Richmond  
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From Figure 22, it can easily be seen that home-based work trip rate, shown as a downward 
sloping line, is slightly inversely proportional to entropy and dissimilarity indices. However, 
home-based other trip rate, shown as a straight line, is almost completely independent of 
entropy and dissimilarity indices.  

 

Fig. 22 – Scatterplots of Home-Based Trip Rates and Land-Use Mixture Indices 
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As shown in Table 4, entropy index and dissimilarity index are highly correlated (.700). This 
suggests that these two indices point to the generally same direction in measuring land-use 
mixture.  
 
Table 4 indicates that home-based work trip rates are negatively correlated with either entropy 

Fig. 22 – Scatterplots of Home-Based Trip Rates and Land-Use Mixture Indices 
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index or dissimilarity index, with the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) to be -.145 and -.205, 
respectively. This indicates that, with an increase in degree of land-use mixture (larger entropy 
and dissimilarity indices), there will be a decrease in home-based work trip rates, even though 
the correlation strength is relatively weak. That dissimilarity index is relatively more correlated 
with home-based work trip rates than entropy index suggests that dissimilarity index may be a 
better indicator to measure land-use mixture than entropy index.  
 
Mixed land uses tend to induce more walking, cycling, or transit trips. Transit trips typically 
serve home-based work trip purpose occurring during peak periods. Because of this reason, 
land-use mixture seems to have a somewhat positive effect on the reduction of home-based 
work trips. This statistical analytical result corroborates Cervero’s finding that although land-use 
mixture has a correlation to commuting, its correlation strength is not very strong (Cervero 
1996).  
 
In the meantime, home-base other trips can take place at any time. Because of this reason, 
land-use mixture has very limited or negligible impacts on home-based other trip rates. 

Correlation Analysis between Home-Based Trip Rates and Socioeconomic Variables 
 
Cervero further argues that, besides land-use mixture, neighborhood density and automobile 
availability are the main factors influencing the commuting choice of residents (Cervero 1996). 

Table 4  
Correlation Matrix between Home-Based Trip Rates and  

Land-Use Mixture Indices 
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In another paper, Chen and Suen (2010) indicated that, in Richmond, socioeconomic variables 
have larger impacts on travel making and mode choices than land use variables. To test the 
validity of both arguments, this section will conduct additional correlation analysis between 
home-based trip rates and zonal/household socioeconomic variables. 
 
Due to the data limitation, only two trip production-sided socioeconomic variables are used: 
population and auto. For zonal analysis, two density-related variables are calculated: 
population/acre and auto/acre. For household analysis, two household-related variables are 
calculated: population/HH and autos/HH. Therefore, zonal analysis uses acres as an areal unit, 
whereas household analysis uses household as unit.  Figures 23 and 24 show that household-
related variables, especially auto per household, are more closely related to home-based trip 
rates than zonal density-related variables.  

 

Fig. 23 – Home-Based Work Trip Rate and Socioeconomic Variables 
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Fig. 23 – Home-Based Work Trip Rate and Socioeconomic Variables 
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Fig. 24 – Home-Based Other Trip Rate and Socioeconomic Variables  
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Table 5 is the correlation matrix between home-based trip rates and zonal socioeconomic 
variables. It clearly indicates that home-based trip rates and zonal socioeconomic variables are  

Fig. 24 – Home-Based Other Trip Rate and Socioeconomic Variables  
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Table 5  
Correlation Matrix between Home-Based Trip Rates and  

Zonal Socioeconomic Variables 

Table 6  
Correlation Matrix between Home-Based Trip Rates and  

Household Socioeconomic Variables 
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largely independent of each other with very low and negligible correlation. This means that the 
socioeconomic variables in surrounding areas have very little effects on home-based trip 
making behaviors.  
 
Table 6 is the correlation matrix between home-based trip rates and household 
socioeconomic variables. This table presents the opposite results from those of Table 5. It is 
particularly worth noting that autos/HH is highly correlated with home-based work trip rates 
(.552) and home-based other trip rates (.557).  
 

Regression Analysis of Home-Based Work Trip Rates 
 
In this analysis, the following variables are assumed:  
 
Dependent variable = home-based work trip rate; and 
Independent variables = Entropy index, Dissimilarity index, Population/Acre, Auto/Acre, 
Population/HH, Auto/HH.  
 
The multivariate regression results are shown in Table 7. The entire model performs well with a 
good R

2
 value (.522). ANOVA results also confirm that the model is significant with a large F 

value. 
 
In terms of contributions from independent variables (predictors), Auto/HH is apparently the 
most significant variable impacting home-based work trip rate with the highest t value (11.189). 
Both Entropy index and Dissimilarity index are negatively related to home-based work trip rate, 
but Dissimilarity index is much more significant than Entropy index in impacting home-based 
work trip rate. Entropy index is actually insignificant with a very small t value (-.260). 
 
These findings from the regression analysis are consistent with those from the correlation 
analysis.   
  

Regression Analysis of Home-Based Other Trip Rates 
 

With respect to the analysis on home-based other trip rate, the following variables are 
assumed:  
 
Dependent variable = home-based other trip rate; and 
Independent variables = Entropy index, Dissimilarity index, Population/Acre, Auto/Acre, 
Population/HH, Auto/HH. The multivariate regression results are shown in Table 8.  
 
Like home-based work trip rate model, the entire model for home-based other trip rate performs 
well with a good R

2
 value (.459). ANOVA results also confirm that the model is significant with 

a large F value.  
 
In terms of contributions from independent variables (predictors), Auto/HH is still the most 
significant variable impacting home-based other trip rate with a high t value of 10.366. 
However, both Entropy index and Dissimilarity index are insignificant with very small t values 
(.490 and .873, respectively). 
 
These findings from the regression analysis are also consistent with those from the correlation 
analysis.   
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Table 7 
Multivariate Regression Results of Home-Based Work Trip Rate 
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Conclusion 
 
Through this empirical study of Richmond, Virginia, it has been found that: 
 
First, land-use mixture has some but not strong positive effects on home-based work trip rate, 
but has virtually no or negligible effects on home-based other trip rate. 

Table 8 
Multivariate Regression Results of Home-Based Other Trip Rate 
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Second, socioeconomic characteristics in larger surrounding areas have very little effects on 
home-based trip making. 
 
Third, household socioeconomic characteristics have direct and positive effects on home-
based trip making, especially auto ownership variable, which is positively related to home-
based trip rate.    
 
Fourth, both correlation analysis and regression analysis have yielded the generally consistent 
findings. 
 
In conclusion, the link between home-based trip making and land-use mixture is still far from 
clear, requiring more in-depth and detailed analysis at different geographic scales. Compared 
to land use variables, socioeconomic variables seem to have more direct effects on home-
based trip making.  
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Introduction 

 
 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has become a fundamental aspect of the global economy 
since 1990s (UNCTAD 2003 in Bevan and Estrin 2004). Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) play 
an essential role in promoting economic growth by contributing to the transfer of new 
technologies and to the diffusion of new knowledge to the domestic economy (Kinoshita 2006). 
Several studies have shown that FDI can contribute positively to the economic growth of the 
recipient country by creating productivity gains, technology transfers, know-how diffusion in the 
domestic market and increasing managerial skills (Schoors and Tol 2002). The local economy 
can benefit from positive externalities related to FDI which relate to the capturing of 
technological and knowledge spillovers as well as adoption of efficient production methods and 
practices (Pike et al. 2006).  
 
Moreover, FDI attraction can be increasingly important for the development of small 
economies, by allowing them to benefit from the external knowledge provided by the foreign 
firms, absorb new knowledge and finally catch up with the leading countries. The attraction of 
FDI in a rather small economy of the European South like Greece, can be a vital tool for 
enhancing economic development and increasing productivity. In addition the establishment of 
foreign subsidiaries in the subnational Greek market can be of greater importance due the fact 
that foreign firms pay attention to locational specificities when they decide where to locate. 
Hence, the attraction of FDI at the regional level can potentially boost the economic 
development of these areas and therefore, it can play an important role for the implementation 
of regional development policy. 
 
In this study, we focus on analyzing the factors that affect FDI location in the Greek regions. 
Greece is currently examining the support of policies aiming to attract foreign investors in order 
to revitalize the economy and tackle the consequences of the financial crisis and thus it is vital 
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to analyze the parameters that contribute best to this process. There has already been some 
discussion about FDI inflows in the Greek market and particularly about the main dynamics 
which influence FDI location (Bitzenis et al. 2007, Pantelidis et al. 2008, Georgopoulos et al. 
2006, Dimelis 2004). The previous studies conclude that the most decisive FDI motives are 
market growth, market size and human capital. In this paper we will also examine the effect of 
regional sectoral specialization on FDI locational strategies. The industrial concentration 
generates important agglomeration economies and spatial externalities arising from the 
sectoral specialization of the region. We will prove that foreign investors in Greece don’t only 
prefer to reap the benefits of geographical proximity to urban centers but they also pay 
attention to industrial clustering and wish to benefit from this type of agglomeration economies. 
Therefore this shapes their locational decisions accordingly. Moreover the sectoral 
specialization of the Greek regions has not been analyzed as FDI determinant in previous 
studies so it is important to learn the potential impact of industrial specialization on FDI location 
patterns because it could be used as an effective policy measure in the future. 
 
The next section is devoted in briefly revising the theoretical and empirical literature of the 
determinants of FDI. The third section describes the results from the data analysis and 
provides information for the regional and sectoral distribution of FDI. It also presents the results 
of the econometric model and provides the most significant FDI determinants. The last section 
provides conclusions and policy implications.  
 

Literature Review and Empirical Studies 
 

A brief review of the determinants of FDI location 
 
Several studies have focused on outlining the MNEs’ motives to internationalize their 
production capacities. Dunning (2000) refers to the Owneship-Localisation-Internalisation (OLI) 
triangle and argues that a firm internationalizes its production because of ownership, location 
and internalization advantages. Hence, the firm aims to keep its ownership advantages 
(property rights, patents or technology) rather than selling them to another firm. Moreover a firm 
prefers to internalize its activities in order to minimize the transaction costs associated with the 
market mechanism and avoid any uncertainties (Dunning 2000). Lastly the multinational 
company seeks for locational advantages which might be related to low labor costs, market 
size, natural resources or cultural specificities (Bevan and Estrin 2004). 
 
According to Dunning’s theory, the locational decisions of MNEs depend on the type of strategy 
they want to follow. Dunning (2002) states three main decisive factors that encourage MNEs to 
establish their affiliates in the domestic market. Firstly if the motives of the MNE are resource-
seeking or if the company follows a supply-oriented approach, the locational decisions depend 
on factor endowments differences and they seek either to benefit from natural resources or 
from cheap labor. On the other hand a market-seeking investment or a market oriented 
strategy refers to the aim of serving a foreign market by locating within this market (Dunning 
and Lundan 2008). Hence, FDI are encouraged by the host country’s market size and market 
growth (Dunning 2002). For example large regional market size and good infrastructure seem 
to play a decisive role on the foreign companies’ locational decisions when they invest in China 
(Cheng and Kwan, 1999). Finally the last type of MNEs comprises the companies that adopt 
efficiency-seeking strategies and they aim to increase their competitiveness (Dunning 2002).  
 
National or regional market size appears to be a significant FDI determinant in many empirical 
studies. For instance, Bevan and Estrin (2004) find that the size of the market and the level of 
market growth remain influential factors of FDI attraction in the Central and Eastern European 
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Countries (CEECs). Also Resmini (2008) indicates that a high development level, generally 
measured by GDP per capita, represents the most important motivation for MNEs to locate in 
CEECs. The above authors stress the influence of the host market’s level of development on 
the FDI attraction and they argue that FDI prefer to locate in more developed regions. 
 
Additionally Nunnenkamp (2002) refers to the significance of other host features for FDI 
attraction like low production costs and a high level of human capital. A cheap and educated 
labor force makes the transition economies of Europe an attractive place for foreign 
investment. Also Bevan and Estrin (2004) demonstrate that proximity to large/central markets 
(indicated by the relative distance between the home and host country) affect FDI location in 
the CEECs. Therefore it can be derived that apart from market size and market growth, gravity 
factors also determine the locational decisions of foreign investors in the Eastern European 
transition economies. The analysis of the FDI determinants will be analyzed thoroughly in the 
third section of this paper.  
 
Empirical studies show that the MNEs that have penetrated the Greek market are mostly 
seeking for attractive national brand names or local supply chain networks (Georgopoulos and 
Preusse 2006). In other words the foreign firms that engage to direct investment in Greece aim 
mostly at serving the domestic market. Pantelidis and Nikolopoulos (2008) show that the 
multinational enterprises that invest in the country are mostly driven by market size and 
consumer demand which allows us to derive that the Greek economy attracts mostly market-
seeking FDI. Furthermore Barrios et al. (2002) find that in comparison with other EMU 
countries like Ireland and Spain, Greece attracts mainly FDI in traditional and low technology 
sectors. In the subsequent analysis of our data, this issue will be examined thoroughly.  
 
As confirmed by the theoretical and empirical literature, the domestic characteristics that are 
related to market size, market growth, human capital and geographic position have a significant 
impact on FDI attraction. Nevertheless, it is undisputable that in some cases MNEs tend to 
follow patterns of spatial concentration and hence to cluster in places with locational 
specificities. Therefore it is important to acknowledge the forces of agglomeration when we 
discuss MNEs locational strategies. 
 

Localization economies as an FDI determinant 
 
Ottaviano and Puga (1998) argue that firms tend to cluster together and agglomerate spatially. 
This is attributed to the fact that increasing returns to scale and pecuniary externalities arising 
from technological spillovers, supply-demand linkages and labor pooling, induce firms to 
concentrate geographically. In other words forces of agglomeration can influence the firms’ 
locational decisions. Furthermore Ottaviano and Thisse (2004) stress the importance of 
imperfect competition and economies of scale in explaining the agglomeration of firms in 
metropolitan areas. The continuous concentration of FDI in urban centers and cities reveals the 
potential benefits that accrue from the occurrence of urbanization economies. These 
economies are external to the firms and arise from urban services and from the density of 
activities that concentrate in metropolitan centers. (Frenken et al. 2007). 
 
Despite the increasing importance of urbanization economies, in this study we examine the 
impact of localization economies on the FDI locational strategies. Localization economies occur 
in spatial agglomerations of firms operating in related or similar activities (Cantwell and 
Iammarino 2001) and the term was initially conceived by Marshall in 1890 (Malmberg 2001). 
The concentration of firms in the same industry allows the emergence of positive externalities 
arising from a specialized pool of labour, from lower prices for inputs and outputs and from the 
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potential occurrence of knowledge spillovers. The benefits are external to the firm but internal 
to the industry. Historically they were mostly evident in the manufacturing sector and                    
particularly in the textiles industry (Parr 2002). 
 
Consequently the participation in an industrial clustering offers companies the opportunity to 
have access to information, knowledge and technology (Porter 1998). Hence, this clustering is 
mainly attributed to the fact that foreign firms can benefit from technology and knowledge 
spillovers arising from co-location with previously established industrial units operating in the 
same sector (Campos and Kinoshita 2003). Therefore this kind of industrial clustering induces 
foreign firms to enter this market because of the potential advantages they can enjoy due to 
localized skilled workforce or spillovers from cooperation (Parr 2002).  
 
The spatial concentration of activities operating in the same industry promotes the emergence 
of national and regional specialization patterns. In other words localization economies 
contribute to the formation of the sectoral characteristics of the region and depend upon the 
previous local presence of industry related activities (Cantwell and Iammarino 2001). According 
to the empirical study of Guimaraes et al. (2000) the locational decisions of FDI in Portugal 
were strongly determined by the existence of this kind of agglomeration economies. The 
authors observe the concentration of FDI activity to places where the manufacturing and 
services sectors appear to have a strong share in employment compared to the national 
average.  
 
In addition, further evidence about the influence of localization economies on FDI strategies, is 
found in Resmini (2000) where she examines the determinants of MNEs’ location in the CEECs 
from a sectoral perspective. The author finds that the industrial specialization of those countries 
and the emergence of agglomeration economies (localization and urbanization economies), 
accordingly shape the geographical and sectoral patterns of FDI location.  
 
Therefore according to the theoretical and empirical literature, the regional and sectoral 
specialization of the host economy can generate positive localization externalities which 
subsequently can act as determinant of foreign direct investment. In the next sections we will 
explore the potential emergence of such kind of external economies in the Greek regions and 
we will test the hypothesis of a rather positive or negative influence on FDI location in the 
Greek market. Thus, the research questions that we will pose in this study are the following: 
first of all we will test whether the sectoral specialization of each subnational unit of analysis 
has a significant impact on the geographical distribution of FDI. With regard to that we will test 
the hypothesis which predicts that the regions which achieve high sectoral specialization and 
localisation economies, manage to attract more FDI. Furthermore we will examine the same 
hypothesis for other potential determinants of FDI like market size, human capital and level of 
development.  
 
So far we presented a brief review of the literature regarding the types of FDI strategies and the 
determinants of FDI. Before we investigate the impact of these dynamics on FDI location in the 
Greek regions, it is important to examine the geographical and sectoral evidence of MNEs’ 
presence in the Greek economy and analyse the economic structures of the Greek regions that 
are the hosts of FDI.  
 

Geographical and Sectoral Distribution of FDI 
  

This section is focused on explaining the sectoral and geographical distribution of FDI as well 
as the sectoral specialization of the home countries and host regions. Table 2 indicates that a 
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substantial share of foreign direct investment has occurred in the sectors of financial services 
and manufacturing. In particular we observe a concentration of almost 30% of foreign activity to 
financial services. The substantial attractiveness of FDI in the banking sector is possibly           
attributed to the fact that financial companies are sufficiently internationalized and seek to 
serve foreign markets via direct investments and to expand their activities. In addition the    
deregulation patterns of the financial industry determined substantially its expansion into         
foreign markets and subsequently into the Greek market (Athanassopoulos and Labroukos 
1999). According to our analysis the foreign subsidiaries that specialize in financial services 
originate mostly from Luxembourg, Netherlands, Cyprus, France and the United Arab Emirates 
(Table 1).  
 
The two metropolitan areas of the country, namely Attiki (Athens and the peripheral area) and 
Thessaloniki, attract 30 and 48 percent of the total foreign financial activities respectively. 
Moreover 11% of FDI established in Dodekanisos seem to specialise in the financial sector 
(Table 2). The pronounced concentration of FDI in banking services in the two main urban  
centres of the country shows the possible influence of urbanization economies and economies 
of scale on the location decisions of MNEs.  
 
Furthermore Table 2 points out the concentration of activities in the manufacturing sector 
(34%). In the analysis, we divided the manufacturing sector into 3 classifications: consumer, 
intermediate and capital industries (Jackson and Petrakos, 2001 in Petrakos et al. 2008). The 
consumer and intermediate industrial groups have the largest share in the entire sector (19% 
and 13% respectively), although we observe moderate attraction in the high tech activities. In 
other words the foreign subsidiaries that enter the Greek market focus mostly on traditional 
sectors like manufacturing (consumer and intermediate industrial activities) and also on the 
banking sector. Additionally we observe an important percentage of investment in wholesale 
trade (13%).  
 
Furthermore, noteworthy is the fact that while the inward investment in the financial sector  
originates from European and non European countries in an equal basis, in the manufacturing 
sector non European countries outnumber. In particular the United States is sixth in ranking 
with regard to the overall investment but 85% of this investment focuses on manufacturing. 
Finally 15% of all inward investment is directed to transport and communications sector and the 
main investor countries are Germany and Italy. This uneven distribution of foreign affiliates 
among sectors indicates that industrial and hence international specialization is an important 
determinant of FDI. Previously we made the assumption that the large concentration of FDI in 
the financial sector is attributed to the demand-oriented strategy of the foreign firms and hence 
to the requirement for large market size and consumer demand.  
 
Geographical patterns reveal a high investment concentration from the host country                 
perspective as well. According to the research analysis, 88% of the foreign investment is      
directed to Athens and the peripheral regions (Attiki), 8% in Thessaloniki, the second largest 
prefecture, and the rest of investment is geographically scattered to the rest of Greece (Table 
3). In other words Attiki receives the bulk of foreign investment in terms both of number and 
total value. This implies the formation of a core-periphery FDI pattern. The remarkably high 
geographical concentration in Attiki allows us to assume that FDI is driven mostly from a large 
market size and from market growth, regarding the facts that almost 1/3 of the population is 
gathered in the prefecture of Attiki (Hellenic Statistical Authority 2010) and that it constitutes the 
most prosperous prefecture (Petrakos et al. 2008). Also we make the assumption that MNEs 
tend to agglomerate in Attiki in order to benefit from urbanisation economies that arise from the 
dense co-location of different activities such as industries, universities or trade unions that  
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generate positive externalities to foreign firms (Frenken et al. 2007).  
 
The majority of the investment that Attiki receives is focused on the financial and manufacturing 
sector. Almost 60% of the foreign capital invested in the region is specialized in these sectors, 
which implies that apart from the geographical concentration, a similar pattern for industrial 
concentration is being observed (Table 2). In other words the banking sector is highly concen-
trated in the core region of Attiki and in the region of Thessaloniki. It is interesting to notice that 
although the financial foreign activities are strongly clustered in the two metropolitan centres of 
Attiki and Thessaloniki, the manufacturing and other activities demonstrate a rather significant 
dispersion across the country. For example manufacturing investment is strongly evident in 
peripheral prefectures as in Magnesia or Kilkis (Fig.1). A possible interpretation of this result is 
the fact that some of the prefectures that attract foreign firms which specialise in a particular 
sector, are located in close proximity with urban centres. For instance the prefecture of Kilkis is 
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Table 1 

FDI inward stock in the EU-27 

 
EU COUNTRIES FDI per capita FDI share 

1 France 15.53 15.41 

2 UK 16.12 15.28 

3 Germany 8.53 10.89 

4 Netherlands 39.20 10.02 

5 Spain 13.93 9.87 

6 Belgium 48.84 8.07 

7 Italy 5.74 5.34 

8 Sweden 27.50 3.94 

9 Ireland 39.18 2.70 

10 Poland 4.23 2.51 

11 Denmark 27.39 2.34 

12 Austria 16.71 2.17 

13 Czech Republic 10.97 1.78 

14 Portugal 9.40 1.55 

15 Finland 16.54 1.37 

16 Luxembourg 177.82 1.33 

17 Romania 3.34 1.12 

18 Hungary 6.34 0.99 

19 Bulgaria 6.04 0.72 

20 Slovakia 8.50 0.71 

21 Greece 3.27 0.57 

22 Cyprus 26.41 0.32 

23 Estonia 11.91 0.25 

24 Slovenia 7.81 0.25 

25 Lithuania 3.83 0.20 

26 Latvia 5.05 0.18 

27 Malta 22.19 0.14 

 Total                         100.00 

        Source: UNCTAD, 2008 



 

 
 

 

close to the metropolitan area of Thessaloniki. From a different perspective, 100% of           
investment in Hotels and Restaurants is concentrated in the  prefecture of Dodekanisos (a 
complex of Aegean islands). Obviously this concentration is attributed to the foreign affiliates’ 
operation in touristic business.  
 
Despite the high concentration of foreign affiliates in Attiki and despite the high attraction of 
both manufacturing and banking sector, the foreign activities are rather diversified sectorally.  
For instance 16% of the foreign affiliates established in Attiki operate in the sector of transport 
and communication and 12% in wholesale and retail trade. On other hand in the peripheral 
prefectures we notice an evident sectoral specialisation pattern. For instance 11 out of 25    
regions examined, attract foreign affiliates that operate only in manufacturing and 4 out of 25, 
attract firms that operate only in Hotels and Restaurants (Fig.1). Hence, foreign direct             
investment in Greek regions follows a pattern of high sectoral specialization. 
 
In the next section it will be examined if the sectoral specialization of the foreign subsidiaries is 
correlated with the sectoral specialization of the subnational units of analysis and if yes, what 
kind of correlation it is observed. In addition we will test the impact of some more “traditional” 
variables such as regional income, regional market size, human capital and geographical          
position on the investment strategies of MNEs.  
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Table 2  
Sectoral distribution of FDI stock in Greece by NACE 1 classification, 2008.  

NACE 1 
DIGIT SECTOR FDI (%)   

J Financial services 30.20 

D1 Manufacturing (consumer) 19.01 

I Transport, storage and communications 14.61 

D2 Manufacturing (intermediate) 13.69 

G Wholesale and retail trade 12.94 

K Real estate, renting and business activities 2.13 

H Hotels and restaurants 2.11 

F Construction 1.94 

O Other community, social and personal service 1.07 

D3 Manufacturing (capital) 0.78 

E Electricity, gas and water supply 0.58 

N Health and social work 0.58 

C Mining and quarrying 0.12 

A,B Agriculture, forestry and fishing 0.02 

M Education 0.00 

  Total 100.00 

 Source: Bank of Greece 2010. 



 

 
 

 

 
Data and Methodology 

 
The econometric model 

 
This study aims to determine the motives for inward FDI in 25 Greek prefectures for the year 
2008 (employing stock data from 2004). It is going to be examined whether the location            
decisions of foreign firms are being positively affected by the sectoral specialization of each 
region as well as by other traditional determinants like market size, regional accessibility,         
regional level of development and human capital. To test these hypotheses we have analyzed 
a cross-section dataset for foreign FDI in ten NACE 1 digit sectors. The analysis is carried out 
via quantitative methods and in particular via regression analysis. The option of regression 
analysis is related to the attempt to measure the direction and the significance of the impact of 
the host regions’ locational characteristics on FDI attractiveness. The dependent variable is FDI 
per capita stocks measured in Euros, for each region for each sector for the year 2008. This 
provides a total of 510 observations given the fact that in the regression analysis we                       
incorporated variables that were constructed by data employed from all the 51 NUTS III regions 
(prefectures) of Greece. The explanatory variables are the host regions’ features which           
determine mainly the attractiveness of the Greek prefectures for foreign direct investment. 
More specifically we include variables to capture the effects of the development level, regional 
market size, geographic position, human capital and regional specialization. 
 
First and foremost most of the theoretical literature identifies GDP per capita (GDP/CAP) as the 
appropriate proxy to measure the development level of a region. GDP per capita reflects both 
demand and supply in a region. On the demand side it shows the local potential demand and 
on the supply side it reflects the region’s absorptive capacity of FDI (Resmini 2008). We are 
going to examine the hypothesis that FDI is mostly attracted by relatively developed regions. 
Therefore the coefficient of GDP/CAP is expected to be positive and significant. 
 
Moreover a significant strand of empirical literature identifies regional market size as an       
important FDI determinant in the sense that the larger the market size the greater the foreign 
investment inflows. (Campos et al. 2003, Braunerhjelm et al. 1996, Janicki et al. 2004 and  
Petrochilos 1989). Resmini (2000) states that the larger the domestic market the more        
prospects it offers to foreign investors. The FDI attractiveness for a region is being enhanced 
when the foreign investors aim to benefit from increased regional demand and supply 
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Tabel 3  
Independent variables and Definitions  

Symbol Independent variable Definition 

GDP/CAP Development level Regional Development level 

POPPOT Population Potential Market size and Accessibility 

GRAV Gravity index Regional Accessibility 

HC Human capital 
Share of population with Tertiary 
Education 

RCAEMPL 
Specialisation index in terms of 
employment 

Localisation economies 

UNITS/AREA 
Specialisation index in terms of  
clustering firms 

Localisation economies 



 

 
 

 

(Braunerhjelm et al, 1996). The locational decisions of multinational enterprises in the transition  
economies of Central and Eastern Europe are driven in a great extent by market size (Campos 
et al. 2003). However, despite the significant impact of regional market size especially in labour 
intensive sectors (manufacturing), many argue that the importance of this determinant starts to 
decline in favour of other factors such as agglomeration economies (Cho 2004).  
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Fig.1 -  FDI/capita in total and by sector in the Greek regions (NUTS 3 level), 2008  
The prefectures drawn in red colour indicate that the particular regions have experienced    

divestment policies which in 2008 seemed to be cumulatively more intensified compared to 
inward investment policies. 



 

 
 

 

In this study the variable we employ as proxy for regional market size is the Population        
Potential index (POPPOT) and is defined as: 
 
     
    Zi   =         
 
where Pi is the population of this region, Pj is the population of all the other NUTS III regions, 
dij is the distance between this region and all the other regions and k is an exponent that takes 
the values k=1 or k=1.2. This index is a measure of the regional market size (approximated by 
population) and of the relative accessibility of the centre of this region to the other regions. In 
other words this variable is being used as a proxy for the region’s market size and of its         
strategic position in comparison to the other regions (Petrakos 1996). It depicts market access 
as an increasing function of market size measured by regional population and a decreasing 
function of trade costs, proxied by the distance between regions and it takes values greater 
than 0 (Petrakos et al. 2011). We expect the coefficient of the variable to be positive and           
significant.  
 
Regional accessibility is also measured by the Gravity index (GRAV).  We use the Gravity      
index (GRAV) as a geographical indicator in order to estimate the geographical position of each 
NUTS III Greek region regarding the location of all other regions in the country, on a                
pan-European scale. In particular the gravity index indicates whether a region has a central or 
peripheral position in a given geographic economic space (Petrakos, 2003). We use this index 
in order to show whether a Greek region’s central or peripheral position in the national            
economic space, has a positive or negative influence on FDI locational decisions. The formula 
for this index is:                
                           
          Gi      =   Σ                  
 
where P is the population of regions i and j and d is the air-travel distance between them. It 
indicates the sum of distances among the centroids of each pair of regions weighed by their 
populations (Topaloglou et al. 2005). If the index has high value it means that the region       
possesses a more central place in the Greek territory and thus has greater accessibility than 
more peripheral regions, and if it has low value, it possesses a more peripheral position 
(Petrakos, 2003). The expected sign of the coefficient of this variable is expected to be positive 
and significant.  
 
Furthermore the theoretical and empirical literature supports the influence of human capital on 
the location decisions of foreign firms (Noorbakhsh et al. 2001, Doring et al. 2006, McCann 
2008, Fine 2000, Cho 2004, Agiomirgianakis et al. 2003). Hanson (1996) in Noorbakhsh et al. 
(2001), claims that human capital can have a significant impact on the geographical distribution 
of foreign activity in the host country. Multinational enterprises, especially if they specialize in 
high tech production, seek for locations endowed with a skilled workforce. This is attributed to 
the fact that human capital can improve the quality of labour because it reflects work                 
experience and education and hence it enhances a region’s productivity (Agiomirgianakis et al. 
2003 and Fine 2000). Therefore foreign firms tend to cluster in urban areas where they can 
take advantage of the pool of skilled people essentially with tertiary education level (McCann 
2008). The availability of a skilled labor force attracts foreign firms because they can benefit 
from knowledge spillovers which can subsequently improve regional growth (Doring et al, 
2006). We measure the level of human capital accumulated in a region by the level of tertiary 
education of the workforce. Noorbakhsh et al. (2001) define tertiary education as “the number 
of accumulated years of secondary and tertiary education in the working age of the            
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population” (pp. 1597). The expected sign of the coefficient is positive and significant.  
 
Moreover a large part of the academic literature recognizes the significance of agglomeration 
economies as a motivation for foreign investors to establish their affiliate plants in a region. 
Many authors (Campos et al. 2003, Braunerhjelm et al. 1996, Filippaios et al. 2004,            
Agiomirgianakis et al. 2003, Frenken et al. 2007, Iammarino et al. 2006, Cantwell et al. 2001, 
Porter 1998) support that foreign firms choose to locate in places where they can benefit from 
the presence of already existing firms operating in the same sector as the foreign affiliates. The 
industrial specialisation of the host region (indicated by a large production industry in a        
particular sector), appears strong motivation for MNEs. In other words the presence of             
localisation economies (spatial clustering of previously sectorally related activities) allows the 
foreign firm to benefit from external economies of scale and from potential knowledge spillovers 
and hence increases the FDI attractiveness (Iammarino and Cantwell 2001, Frenken et al. 
2007). In other words we make the assumption that the location decisions of FDI are affected 
by the sectoral specialisation of each prefecture and therefore they tend to concentrate in   
already specialised regions where they can benefit from a concentrated employment ratio in 
one industry or from other firms in the same industry clustered together.  
 
The variables that we have employed in order to estimate the impact of localisation economies 
on the FDI attractiveness are:  
 
1. A Revealed Comparative Advantage Index (RCAEMPL), which is a sectoral indicator and 
represents the degree of sectoral specialisation of each region in terms of employment. This 
index was primarily used in order to show how strong exporting performance a country or        
region has and hence to test the possibility of comparative advantage. In this study the formula 
we used in order to construct this variable is: RCAEMPL = (Xir/Xr) / (Xi/X)  where i is the          
industrial sector, r the region and X is employment (Petrakos et al. 2008). If RCA>1 it means 
that the region specializes in one sector more than the national average. We calculated the 
RCAEMPL for 51 regions and for 10 sectors (Table 4). We expect RCAEMPL to have a posi-
tive and significant impact on FDI. Therefore we expect the coefficient of RCAEMPL to be posi-
tive and significant. 
  
2. A spatial clustering indicator (UNITS/AREA) which demonstrates the number of pre-existing 
firms operating in each sector in each region. We constructed this variable in order to capture 
the effect of agglomeration economies/localisation economies (firms benefit from economies 
that arise when they are co-located with one or more firms in the same sector). The coefficient 
is expected to be positive and significant.  
 
On the basis of the literature and on our analysis we estimated the following model explaining 
FDI location in the Greek regions: 
 

1 ) FDIij = a + b1RCAEMPLij + b2HCij +b3POPPOTij + b4GDP/CAPij + eij ,  
 

where FDIij represents the FDI per capita stock in 51 regions and in 10 sectors, where i =      
regions and j = sectors. Our hypothesis for the first explanatory variable is Ho=0: b1=0 or H1: 
b1>0 because we expect RCAEMPL to have a positive and significant impact on FDI. We      
assume the same for the rest of the coefficients (b2, b3, b4).  
 
We run the model 1 three times using alternative variables to capture accessibility and                 
localisation economies.  
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2) FDIij = a + b1GRAVij + b2HCij +b3RCAEMPLij + b4GDP/CAPij + eij  and  
 

3) FDIij = a + b1GRAVij + b2HCij +b3UNITS/AREAij + b4GDP/CAPij + eij   
 
The database for this study was provided by the Bank of Greece (Statistics Department) and 
includes data for inward FDI stock invested in 25 Greek prefectures from the year 2004 to the 
year 2008. In other words we summed the time series of FDI inflows data during the period 
2004-2008 and we run our model using FDI stock data. The geographic unit used in the             
analysis is regions at NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) 3 level. In this       
paper we use information for the sectoral specialization of the regions we examine and we  
account for all sectors at NACE 1 digit (United Nations 2010). 
   
Our sample consists of 583 observations of foreign direct investments from 51 foreign         

countries in 25 NUTS 3 Greek regions. The data we employed come from the database          
constructed by the International Investment Division of the Statistics Department of the Bank of 
Greece and include the stock of foreign capital invested in Greece for the period 2004- 2008. 
Our sample consists of 51 investor countries from which 21 are EU members. We used data for 
25 regions (out of the 51 Greek regions of the sample, 25 showed FDI attraction data) that      
attract FDI in 10 sectors. However the initial database contained data including the value of 
investment in 25 regions in 40 NACE 2 digit sectors. In order to be able to run our model (using 
the pool method) we modified the primary database and we controlled for 10 NACE 1 digit        
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Table 4 
Determinants of FDI in Greece: the econometric model  

Model (1) (2) (3) 

C   
  -23.754** -107.105** -96.601** 

(-4.28) (-14.19) (-12.82) 

RCAEMPL   
8.768** 6.736*   

(3.73) (1.95)   

GDPCAP   
0.0006 0.001* 0.001* 

(1.56) (2.49) (2.39) 

HC   
0.183* 0.9999** 0.885** 

(1.87) (6.37) (5.65) 

POPPOT   
0.1772**     

(30.3)     

GRAV   
  0.359** 0.356** 

  (10.93) (10.84) 

    2.199** 
UNITS/AREA   

    (4.40) 

R
2 
ADJ 0,80 0,53 0,56 

N 510 510 510 

Fstat 518,74 144,52 151,18 

Notes: The dependent variable is the locational choice of FDI. Columns (1) (2) and (3) 
contain the coefficients of the independent variables and their level of significance. The 
parentheses contain the t- statistics. 
* Significance at the 10% level 
** Significance at the 1% level 



 

 
 

 

sectors. This modification helped us construct our dependent variable (FDI per capita) which 
will be used in the model.  
 

The empirical results 
 

The database we used in order to construct our dependent variable contained both regional 
and sectoral data. As mentioned above we obtained data regarding the foreign investment 
value for 25 NUTS 3 regions and in 10 NACE 1 digit sectors. Nevertheless, when we              
constructed our explanatory variables we accounted for 51 regions (total number of Greek  
prefectures) and for 10 sectors. Therefore the regression analysis is comprised by                                       
cross-sectional data or in other words “data describing each of different units at a single point in 
time” (Dielman 1983, pp. 112). Furthermore due to the fact that we estimate our model for    
regions and sectors at the same time, we used pooled cross-section data in the analysis. But 
instead of accounting for each number of regions across a sequence of time periods (Dielman 
1983) we accounted for each number of 51 regions across a sequence of 10 sectors. Therefore 
we estimated our model using E-Views (version 6.0) and the Generalised Least Squares (GLS) 
method correcting for Heteroscedasticity. Our sample contains 510 observations (51 NUTS 3 
regions and 10 NACE 1 digit sectors).  
 
Table 4 presents the estimation results concerning the determinants of FDI attraction in the 
Greek prefectures. In order to check for robustness of our results and estimate more precisely 
the relative importance of each hypothesis, we deploy alternative specifications. The model 
with the highest explanatory power and the one on which we base our hypotheses is depicted 
in column (1) in Table 4.  
 
In the first model we test for some standard variables related to market conditions like market 
size, GDP per capita and human capital but also for some non traditional variables related to 
industrial factors like the sectoral specialisation of each region in terms of employment 
(RCAEMPL) or in other words for localisation economies. Furthermore we included the            
Population Potential Index (POPPOT). Therefore we seek to assess the role of the                      
development level, the regional market size and its accessibility, the availability of human         
capital and of localisation economies as FDI determinants. 
 
It is clearly obvious that investors are being strongly motivated by the existence of a high share 
of locally specialised workforce, with the relevant coefficient being positive and significant at 
1% level. This finding indicates that foreign affiliates are mostly interested in locating in places 
where they can benefit from external economies arising from a high percentage of employment 
in their broad sector of activity. In other words they are interested in investing in locations 
where the relative size of the sector is large. Therefore we assume that they seek to benefit 
from the increased labour productivity that is caused by this specialisation (Frenken et al. 
2007). This result corresponds to the one obtained by Resmini (2000) who investigated the 
effect of the size of the manufacturing sector of the CEECs in attracting European investments. 
Nevertheless the author found this impact significant only in the traditional sectors.                   
Furthermore, Guimaraes et al. (2000) find similar evidence about the locational decisions of 
FDI in Portugal. In particular they discover that the most important motivation for foreign direct 
investment in Portugal is the achievement of agglomeration economies and especially               
localisation economies.  
 
The positive and significant value of the RCAEMPL coefficient points out that foreign                
investors establish their affiliates in the Greek prefectures which obtain a high level of industrial 
specialisation in the same sector with the foreign enterprise. For instance the prefecture of                 
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Magnesia has a high RCA ratio (1.97) in the manufacturing sector indicating a high                        
specialisation relative to the national average, and 100% of the FDI are in the manufacturing 
sector (Table 2). The econometric model supports this correlation (significant at 1% level) and 
therefore the regional sectoral specialisation is found to be an important FDI determinant for 
the Greek prefectures. 
 
In contrast to previous studies (Resmini 2000, 2008), in the first model the variable of GDP per 
capita doesn’t appear significant, although the probability is slightly above the 0.1 level 
(p=0.1189). Therefore in this model the income level of the Greek prefectures doesn’t appear 
to have as a strong effect on the locational decisions of fdi compared to the rest of the              
variables. 
 
The third variable of the Model (1) is a proxy for human capital. The human capital variable has 
a positive and significant effect (in the 10% level of statistical significance) on FDI attraction. 
Therefore the hypothesis we made above regarding the strong influence of human capital on 
FDI locational decisions, is being confirmed by the analysis. This result coincides with the    
findings of Noorbakhsh et al. (2001) and Agiomirgianakis et al (2003) who acknowledge the 
fact that an economy with a highly educated and skilled workforce can be more productive and 
more appealing to investors. Above all if the foreign affiliate operates in the high tech        
manufacturing sector (capital-intensive industry), the pool of skilled labor gains importance for 
the FDI attraction (Agiomirgianakis et al. 2003). However, as Table 2 shows, the Greek regions 
managed to attract a small amount of FDI in the high tech manufacturing sector (0,78%) in the 
year 2008. For example the prefecture of Attiki (Athens and the suburbs) has a high                
percentage of human capital and a high specialisation ratio in high tech manufacturing activities 
(Table 4). Further investigation could possibly help us draw a correlation           between the 
RCA in manufacturing (consumer) activities, the human capital endowments and the degree of 
attractiveness in this sector for each region. But this is not within the aim of this study to dis-
cover.  
 
Finally the variable we included in the first model in order to test both the effect of market size 
and of accessibility on FDI location, has a positive and significant value in 1% level of                
significance (p=0.0000). The positive and significant value of POPPOT reflects the fact that 
foreign investors prefer large markets with high accessibility.  
 
Therefore foreign investors are responding to a high demand of the host region. As a result 
foreign investors are motivated by traditional factors or “classical sources of comparative      
advantage” implying the market-seeking nature of FDI in Greece (Campos and Kinoshita 2003, 
pp. 9). Our result is in line with the research outcome of the above authors when they               
examined the determinants of FDI in European transition economies and they conclude that a 
large size of the domestic market drives foreign capital. Consequently FDI in the Greek regions 
as well as in the transition economies of Europe, is determined in a high degree by the             
potential to serve a large domestic consumer market. 
 
Furthermore the positive and significant value of POPPOT indicates that MNEs choose to         
locate their subsidiaries in regions with easy access to metropolitan centres. For instance the 
relative high attraction of FDI in the prefecture of Kilkis can be partially attributed to the fact that 
it has geographical proximity to the region of Thessaloniki which is the second largest recipient 
prefecture of FDI (Table 3). This result corresponds to the one found by Campos and Kinoshita 
(2003) regarding the fact that the European transition economies that were in closer proximity 
with the Western European countries, had bigger possibility of attracting FDI. 
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According to our results presented in the first model, FDI in the Greek regions is determined 
mainly by a significant degree of local sectoral specialisation, a high level of human capital, a 
large regional market size and a high level of accessibility. The regional level of growth and 
development doesn’t appear to have a robust effect on FDI location decisions in this model.  
 
The second model has lower explanatory power than the first one. This is clear by the fact that 
R

2 
adj is 0.53 which means that the explanatory variables account for 53% of the variation of 

the dependent variable. In the second model we incorporated the same variables as in the first 
model apart from the POPPOT index which we replaced with the gravity index (GRAV). As 
mentioned above the gravity index is a proxy for accessibility and centrality. 
 
In this specification the coefficients of human capital and gravity obtain high significant value (at 
1% level). The gravity factor continues to have a strong effect on FDI attraction and hence  
constitutes a robust FDI determinant. Nevertheless the statistical significance of the coefficient 
of RCAEMPL, which is the proxy that we used for occurrence of localisation economies, is  
being reduced to the 10% level which means that there is a 10% possibility that FDI are not 
motivated by the sectoral specialisation of each region. However RCA still proves to be an  
important determinant for FDI location. Finally Table 4 shows that the significance of the      
coefficient of GDP per capita (GDP/CAP) increases to the 10% level in comparison with the 
first model where it was not significant. Therefore in the second model the level of regional  
development is considered a good motivation for foreign investors to locate in the Greek     
prefectures.  
 
These results are consistent with the findings of Bevan and Estrin (2004) who conclude that the 
main determinants of foreign investment in the economies of Eastern Europe are basically the 
development level and gravity factors. In other words, GDP per capita and proximity to the 
countries of Western Europe determines their level of attractiveness. By the same token and in 
line with the second specification of analysis, FDI in the Greek regions are strongly determined 
by gravity factors and by the development level.  
 
The third econometric model (3) provides some interesting results as well. Instead of the RCA 
indicator we included the variable UNITS/AREA which we used as a proxy for localisation 
economies and particularly as a measure of the establishment of clustering firms in a region. 
The initial hypothesis was that firms that operate in a particular sector and agglomerate in a 
geographical space, constitute a strong determinant for FDI location due to the benefits that 
arise from co-location and agglomeration. The high significant value of the coefficient of UNITS/
AREA (p = 0.0000) provides strong support to this hypothesis. Therefore                                  
foreign firms choose to locate in places where they can benefit from the presence of other       
similar production units and from externalities arising from knowledge spillovers or specialised 
labour. It can be assumed that when foreign firms know that other companies have invested in 
the area earlier, they consider it safer and thus are more encouraged to engage in foreign              
investment. According to Campos and Kinoshita (2003) this can be explained by the fact that 
foreign investors can benefit from technology spillovers or from serendipitous contacts with 
former investors. This finding is in line with the research results of Cantwell and Iammarino 
(2001) where it is being argued that locational decisions of multinational enterprises are         
determined by the occurrence of localisation economies and hence by preceding firms              
operating in the same industry.  
 
Therefore the last alternative specification reveals the following patterns of FDI attraction: A 
strategic position of the region in the domestic geo-economic space is considered a basic FDI 
determinant because it facilitates market accessibility. In addition, a high level of educated 
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workforce and a high level of regional development encourage foreign firms for investing in the 
Greek regional market. Finally the accomplishment of localisation economies in the region  
constitutes a motive for FDI.  
 
The three models provide similar findings and therefore our results can be considered to be 
robust. Despite differences in the levels of significance of particular variables and the overall 
explanatory power they provide, all three models support the idea that specialization/
concentration, geography, human capital and development level are important drivers of FDI 
location at the regional level.  
 

Conclusion 
 
In this study we initially explored the sectoral and geographical distribution of foreign affiliates 
in the Greek regions and we observed a concentration activity in the region of the capital city 
(Athens) and the suburbs (Attiki prefecture). Furthermore, apart from the high geographical 
concentration of FDI and evident agglomeration in metropolitan centres, we also analysed the 
prominent sectoral specialisation patterns of the foreign affiliates as well as the high industrial 
concentration of FDI in prefectures other than the two metropolitan centres. 
 
This uneven distribution of FDI leads us to explore the basic factors that exert influence on the 
MNEs’ locational decisions and to test a number of hypotheses about the determinants of FDI 
location in the Greek regions. Following the theoretical and empirical literature, we accounted 
first for traditional FDI determinants like market size, development level, human capital and 
geographic position of the regions under examination. In addition we tested for the hypothesis 
that foreign affiliates ceteris paribus prefer to locate in places that appear to be specialised in 
the same industrial sector with them and thus we accounted for the regions’ sectoral                     
specialisation.  
 
The empirical analysis revealed the following patterns: FDI locational strategies in the Greek 
regions are determined significantly by market size, in the sense that they choose to locate in 
regions with larger consumer demand and larger population. Furthermore the analysis showed 
that the locational strategies of MNEs depend upon the geographical position of each region, in 
the sense that they prefer to locate in central areas or in areas having relative proximity to large 
urban centres.  Hence, access to metropolitan areas proves to be an important location        
determinant for FDI.  In addition the development level of the host regions was found to be an 
important determinant of FDI location in two out of the three models that we presented.           
Although evidence is  not as robust as in the case of the other variables, it is still likely that, 
ceteris paribus, FDI will tend to locate more often to advanced regions compared to less         
advanced ones. Moreover human capital appeared in a robust way to be a significant             
determinant of FDI location at the regional level and leads us to the conclude that MNEs                  
consider a high regional educational level as an important factor determining their location       
decisions. 
 
Finally the analysis provided us with evidence to claim that MNEs are strongly motivated by the 
existence of localisation economies in the region where they decide to locate. The positive  
influence of an industrial clustering of existing firms which operate in related sectors and a pool 
of specialised labour, allows us to argue that foreign capital is increasingly interested in           
locations that exhibit specialisation in similar sectors. In other words foreign companies want to 
benefit from spatial externalities arising from the sectoral specialization of the region because 
they can potentially create backward/forward linkages with the existing domestic firms and  
increase their profitability. This has significant advantages for the host economy as well since 
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the local workforce can increase its productivity and benefit from knowledge spillovers.           
Therefore it is safe to conclude that industrial clustering and sectoral specialization can become 
an important regional development policy tool for attracting FDI.  
 
Overall, our empirical findings provide evidence that FDI attraction to the Greek regions is      
determined by gravity factors related to market size and geographic position, by the quality of 
regional human capital and by the occurrence of localisation economies. Hence, these results 
allow us to draw some policy implications about the methods of strengthening these effects at 
the subnational level and thus encourage the attraction of FDI.  
 
First of all state interventions could improve regional accessibility and remove distance-related 
barriers by investing in infrastructure and in the development of adequate regional transport 
network. In addition policies aiming to improve the quality of human capital of the less attractive 
regions should be designed and implemented because apart from the positive effect it exerts 
on FDI attraction, it also enhances the absorptive capacity of the area. A highly skilled labour 
force can potentially understand better the practices and technologies followed by the foreign 
firms and hence spread new knowledge to the region. Consequently, encouraging the building 
of learning capacity can potentially enhance the FDI attractiveness.  
 
Finally the encouragement of regional specialisation, through the formation of regional clusters 
of related activities may turn out to be a decisive strategy for the Greek regions. The positive 
externalities and knowledge spillovers that arise from the co-location of sectorally similar       
activities may improve the attractiveness of the region to FDI. Thus the encouragement of this 
kind of industrial clustering combined with initiatives promoting the development of linkages 
and communication among the local firms, can make the emergence of localisation economies 
more sustainable and hence more appealing to the foreign investors. Additionally the                  
concentrated pool of specialised and skilled labour and the subsequent knowledge spillovers, 
might allow for the emergence of innovations or new activities which might lure more foreign 
enterprises in the future.  
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Introduction 

 
Formation and persistence of territorial disparities among countries or region is one of the most 
striking issues for economic, social, and geographical analysis. Impressive changes in the  
economic structure of countries have occurred all over the world after World War II determining 
an amplification of the disparities observed among regions within the same country. The shift 
from modernity to late modernity occurred over the recent years coincided with the shift from 
industry-oriented to service-oriented economies. The recent crisis is shaping the spatial          
distribution of wealth and poverty by re-drawing economic geographies in both developed and 
developing regions and discriminating among rich (and economically-resilient) and poor (and 
economically-weak) societies. 
 
In some way, this issue can be theoretically reconnected with the convergence problem (i.e. a 
country growing faster than others). Economic theory has long been aware of this problem and 
various explanations have been provided in the past (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2004 for a     
review). A certain school of thought reached an optimistic view of reality by predicting that a set 
of countries (or regions) will tend to assume a common level of output per capita in the        
presence of constant returns to scale and decreasing productivity of capital. However, empirical 
studies show contrasting, less optimistic, results. As a matter of fact, it was clearly                
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Abstract: The present study evaluates the economic dynamics of more than 600 local 
districts in two contrasting periods (mid-1990s and mid-2000s) of the recent development 
path of Italy in the light of territorial disparities between northern and southern regions. In 
order to produce a multidimensional concept of ‘economic development’ 16 variables 
(including share of agriculture and industry on total product, labour productivity by sector, 
per-capita and per-worker value added) have been considered together by using                 
exploratory multidimensional statistics. This approach has been preferred to more                 
traditional procedures centred on single-variable analyses (e.g. GDP level and its changes 
over time) or convergence analysis since it allowed us to debate on the increasingly               
complex geography of the economic development observed in Italy and the 'newly                  
emerging' socioeconomic disparities among regions. Results indicate that the traditional 
north-south gap has not been significantly reduced along the last ten years. Coastal-inland 
and urban-rural gradients revealed as crucial especially in southern Italy, indicating the late 
transition from agriculture and state-driven industry towards services producing low value 
added. The persistence of the north-south divide allowed us to identify ‘changing’ and 
‘structurally stable’ variables as a possible target for integrated developmental policies. 
 
Key Words: economic development, local district, exploratory data analysis, North-South                 
           divide, geographical gradient, Italy. 
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demonstrated how processes of economic convergence produced only a partial reduction of 
territorial disparities even in developed regions (Arbia and Paelinck 2003). 
 
In Europe, regional convergence studies have experienced an acceleration of interest in the 
last decades due to the issues raised by the unification process. Since large differentials in per 
capita GDP across regions are regarded as an impediment to economic and monetary union, 
the narrowing of regional disparities is indeed regarded as a fundamental objective for the 
European Union policy. One example is southern Europe, where important social and                 
economic disparities exist among neighbouring regions. Although several Mediterranean                  
countries experienced an impressive development in the last decades, regional disparities exist                 
especially where rural areas yet show a level of per capita GDP considerably lower than the 
European average. As an example, marginal rural areas in Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Greece 
exhibit critical conditions due to the limited chances to a rapid growth, claiming for renewed 
policy interventions (Brunori and Rossi 2007). Population growth, agricultural intensification and 
industrial development have been regarded as the key factors consolidating the gap between 
affluent and dynamic regions and economically-disadvantaged areas (Giusti and Grassini 
2007). 
 
In Italy, however, the reduction in the North-South divide was amazing, due to the drastic 
growth of southern Italy economy, fostered by the public policy programmes launched by 
southern Italy Development Fund, a special agency for the industrialization of the southern 
region (see Viesti et al. 2011 for an historical excursus). Unfortunately, the Fund did not            
succeed in creating the conditions for a self-sustained growth of the regional economy and 
when the Fund’s extraordinary intervention finished, the process of convergence ended, too 
(Terrasi 1999). 
 
The same can be said for the most recent years where different, sometimes mirroring                
phenomena like exurban development around the main cities, land abandonment in marginal 
areas, and tourism concentration along the coastal rim have been observed. While the        
geography of Italy was therefore changed as far as income level and population density is        
concerned, this process did not significantly altered the shape and amplitude of territorial      
disparities that characterized the country in the past following north-south, coast-inland, and 
urban-rural gradients. 
 
The present study contributes to the analysis of persisting socioeconomic disparities in Italy 
with policy implications for other socially-divided and economically-polarized countries in the 
Mediterranean basin and outside the European community. A geographical approach based on 
multidimensional analysis and carried out at a detailed spatial scale may shed further light in 
this problematic issue. As a matter of fact, the choice of scale (as instances, administrative 
regions, provinces or finer ones, like the local districts used in this study) may play a non-trivial 
role in defining the real extent of convergence processes (Dunford 2002).  
 
The economic dynamics of the Italian local districts have been explored in two contrasting       
periods (mid-1990s and mid-2000s) of the recent development path of Italy. The former period 
was characterized by a moderate increase in gross domestic product, high unemployment rate, 
moderate to high inflation rate, and financial volatility, while the latter period, after Italian      
accession to the Euro monetary system, featured a lower increase in gross domestic product 
coupled with declining unemployment rate, low inflation rate and financial stability. 
 
The novelty of this study is to consider economic development as a multidimensional concept - 
not exclusively centred on GDP level and changes - that can be described by several variables 
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dealing with the economic structure and productive specialization of local districts, the          
characteristics of the local labour markets, and the spatial distribution of value added, among 
others. This approach provides further insight in the geography of economic development by 
highlighting the relationship among the variables mostly contributing to the ‘newly emerging’ 
regional disparities in Italy. 
 
In order to produce a multidimensional concept of ‘economic development’, 16 variables 
(including share of agriculture and industry on the total production, labour productivity by      
sector, per-capita and per-worker value added) have been considered together in a multivariate 
framework. ‘Latent’ indicators of economic development in Italy have been proposed and     
analyzed in their spatial distribution over time as a potentially useful and original approach to 
the analysis of territorial disparities (Casadio Tarabusi and Palazzi 2004). In this perspective, 
Italy represents an intriguing case study as it shows a pronounced north-south divide: northern 
Italy is a developed region with a dynamic industrial and service-oriented economy, while 
southern Italy is still a disadvantaged region oriented to traditional tertiary productions (e.g. 
constructions, commerce, public administration) and medium- or low-income agriculture.       
Results of this study may thus overcome the restricted number of papers devoted to this            
problem in developed and internally-divided countries. By providing effective indicators to  
monitoring the evolving socioeconomic disparities at country scale, the present paper also  
discusses the role of selected geographical gradients in conditioning the economic              
development in polarized countries. 
 

Methods 
 

The investigated area 
 
The examined area covers the whole of Italy (301,330 km

2
). Our observation units are Local 

Labour Market Area (LLMA) districts, which reflect homogeneous areas from the economic 
perspective at a detailed geographical scale. A total of 784 and 686 districts were defined by 
the Italian National Statistical Institute (ISTAT) according to data collected respectively in 1991 
and 2001 National Censuses of Population (ISTAT 2006). 
 

Socioeconomic indicators 
 
The indicators used in the present study (Table 1) have been made available at the district 
scale from data provided by ISTAT and referring to 1996 and 2005. The following variables 
have been calculated: per-head and per-worker district value added, share of agriculture and 
industry in total district product, labour productivity by sector (agriculture, industry, and         
services), manufacture-specialized districts (dummy), industrial clusters (dummy), and un-
specialized districts (dummy). Supplementary variables describing district specialization in  
tourism, average elevation as a proxy of accessibility, population density, the prevalent land-
use (urban vs rural) and the geographical position of each district (northern and central Italy vs 
southern Italy) have been also considered (ISTAT 2006). 
 

Statistical analysis 
 
To explore the pair-wise relationship among the selected indicators at the local scale, non-
parametric Spearman rank cograduation tests have been developed in both 1996 and 2005 for 
two geographical divisions separately (northern-central Italy and southern Italy) testing for       
significance at p < 0.001 based on Bonferroni's correction for multiple comparisons. A Factor 
Analysis (FA) was carried out to assess the evolving regional disparities in Italy and to identify  
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the geo-economic gradients underlying local development. FA was applied to a matrix        
composed of nine standardized variables (all variables marked with one star in Table 1) made 
available on 784 and 686 districts, respectively in 1996 and 2005. As the analysis was based 
on the correlation matrix, the number of significant axes (m) was chosen by retaining factors  
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Fig. 1 - The relationship observed between average regional per-head value added         
(x-axis) and an index of territorial disparities (y-axis) (see ‘methods’ for details) by year 

(from left to right, circles highlight the position of southern,  
central and northern Italy regions). 



 

 
 

 

with eigenvalue > 1 (Salvati and Zitti 2009). The Keiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of           
sampling adequacy, which tests whether the partial correlations among variables are small, 
and Bartlett’s test of sphericity, which tests whether the correlation matrix is an identity matrix, 
have been used in order to assess the quality of FA outputs. These tests indicate if the factor 
model is appropriate to analyse the original data. Based on the scores of the two most          
important factors, local districts were segregated into different groups (Salvati and Zitti 2009). 
The coordinates of each district over the x-y factorial plane (Factor 1 vs Factor 2) were        
correlated by Spearman Rank Cograduation Tests to the supplementary variables (see Table 
1) measured at the district scale. 
 
Finally, disparities in the spatial distribution of district value added in 1996 and 2005 have been 
evaluated in the 20 Italian administrative regions by computing a territorial disparity ratio as the 
ratio of per-head value added range (max – min) to the average per-head value added at the 
district scale. The relationship between per-head regional value added and the index of             
territorial disparities in district value added was assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients 
in 1996 and 2005 testing for significance at p < 0.001. 
 

Results 
 
Non-parametric correlation statistics (Tables 2-3) and the PCA results (Tables 4-5) illustrated 
the recent changes observed in the Italian economy at the district scale. In 1996 the different 
performances of the agriculture, industry, and service sectors reflected primarily the economic  
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Table 1 
The indicators calculated in this study  

Acronym Variable Source 

INC Per-head district value added* 

National and Territorial  
Accounting Statistics (ISTAT) 

VPR Labour productivity in the economy* 
ASH Share of agriculture in total product* 

APR Labour productivity in agriculture* 
ISH Share of industry in total product* 
IPR Labour productivity of industry* 
SPR Labour productivity of services* 
MAN Manufacture-specialized district**,*** 

National Accounts and  
Population Census (ISTAT) 

CLU District belonging to an industrial cluster**,*** 
DES Unspecialized district**,*** 

SSH Share of services in total product** 
TUR Tourism-specialized district**,*** 
URB Urban district**,*** 
PDE Population density (inhabitants/km

2
)** 

Population-Households          
Census (ISTAT) 

GEO Geographic position (0: northern and central 
Italy; 1: southern Italy)**,*** 

ELE Elevation (0: lowland and upland area; 1: moun-
tainous area)** 

* indicates active variables in Factor Analysis;  
** indicates supplementary variables used in non-parametric correlation analysis - see text for 
details;  
*** indicates a dummy variable. 



 

 
 

 

 
gap between northern and southern Italy. During 1996-2005, a slow transition from             
manufacture industry to high-value added tertiary productions (including tourism) in northern 
and central Italy and an even slower transition from agriculture to medium-intensity services in 
southern Italy emerged from the analysis. In southern districts, where the share of agriculture 
was higher, the depressing effect on local income deepened, as measured by the Spearman’s 
test. This could be ascribed to the worsening performance of the primary sector in this region 
compared with the rest of the country, mainly due to scale and learning effects (Esposti 2011). 
 
In both years, however, the FA highlighted the importance of north-south gradient in Italy. 
Coastal-inland and urban-rural gradients result also important especially in 2005. Factor 1   
explained 58% and 50% of the total variance respectively in 1996 and 2005 and represents the 
specialisation of each district in the industrial sector being also positively correlated to per-head 
value added. Factor 2, which accounted for 13% of the total variance in both 1996 and 2005 
represents the specialisation of each district in the tertiary sector in opposition to the                    
productivity of the industrial sector. 
 
The two factors can be thus considered respectively as a ‘wealth’ axis and a gradient               
representing the transition from industry to service at the local scale. The former axis was          
positively associated to population density and urban districts suggesting that, in both years, 
affluent districts were mainly located in lowland areas with high concentration of industrial              
settlements and ‘intensive’ agriculture (high APR loading). However, the importance of the  
industrial clusters declined rapidly from 1996 to 2005. The latter axis was correlated to       
population density and to the share of services in total district product. The growing role of  
urban systems, coastal-inland gradient and tourism district specialization along this axis likely  
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Table 2  
Spearman rank cograduation coefficient matrix among the selected indicators observed 

in 1996 by geographical division in Italy  

Variable ASH ISH APR IPR SPR VPR INC 

Northern and central Italy 
PDE -0.45 0.16 0.28 0.14 0.28 0.33 0.39 

ASH   -0.04 0.13 -0.27 -0.03 -0.34 -0.44 

ISH     0.16 0.25 0.26 0.10 0.10 
APR       0.07 0.11 0.30 0.14 
IPR         0.19 0.75 0.55 

SPR           0.55 0.29 

VPR             0.59 

Southern Italy 
PDE -0.51 0.01 -0.01 0.09 -0.02 0.25 0.24 

ASH   -0.19 0.12 -0.40 -0.04 -0.57 -0.59 

ISH     0.04 0.44 -0.28 0.01 0.13 
APR       0.12 0.12 0.44 0.27 

IPR         0.10 0.59 0.50 

SPR           0.53 0.25 

VPR             0.72 

(bold indicates significant correlations with p < 0.001 [n = 784]). 



 

 
 

 

indicates a ‘relinking’ process between district income and suburbanisation dynamics especially 
across the major city-regions (Milan, Turin, Venice). 
 
Using per-head district value added, Table 5 reports an evaluation of the economic disparities 
in Italy between 1996 and 2005. The polarized economic geography of Italy observed in 1996 
changed only partially in 2005, with a weak reduction of the regional disparities observed in 
southern and insular Italy. North-eastern Italy was the most balanced region in terms of value 
added spatial distribution in both examined years, likely due to the polycentric territorial       
organization observed in this area. Moreover, the negative relationship between the index of 
regional disparities and the average level of value added at the regional scale was significant in 
both years (Figure 1). Interestingly, in 1996 southern Italian regions are less homogeneous 
than northern and central Italy and the reverse pattern was observed in 2005. 
 

Discussion 
 
The present study provides insights in the analysis of local development in a divided country by 
exploring the economic performances of the Italian local districts in two contrasting periods 
(mid-1990s and mid-2000s) of the recent development path. By considering a high-resolution 
spatial unit of analysis and key socioeconomic indicators in a diachronic multidimensional    
approach, the paper introduces a novel approach in the study of local development with      
emphasis on regional disparities. Despite some criticisms concerning the relevance of the 
LLMA district as an homogeneous economic region, this spatial unit shows appreciable       
features that fill the need for data integration, reliability and relevance to regional issues 
(Salvati et al. 2012). 
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Table 3 
Spearman rank cograduation coefficient matrix among selected indicators observed in 

2005 by geographic division in Italy  

Variable ASH ISH APR IPR SPR VPR PIL 

Northern and central Italy 
PDE -0.51 0.07 0.05 0.27 0.48 0.47 0.45 

ASH   0.00 0.29 -0.19 -0.36 -0.37 -0.46 

ISH     0.04 0.29 -0.17 -0.09 0.01 
APR       0.19 0.01 0.22 0.07 

IPR         0.31 0.65 0.49 

SPR           0.84 0.66 

VPR             0.72 

Southern Italy 
PDE -0.49 -0.05 -0.05 0.16 0.32 0.34 0.28 

ASH   -0.07 0.23 -0.39 -0.58 -0.63 -0.72 

ISH     0.03 0.32 -0.23 -0.12 0.02 

APR       0.01 0.03 0.23 0.01 
IPR         0.40 0.56 0.59 

SPR           0.92 0.75 

VPR             0.82 

(bold indicates significant correlations with p < 0.001 [n = 686]) 



 

 
 

 

Results highlight the increasingly complex economic geography of Italy reflected in the       
changing relationships among the considered indicators (Salvati and Zitti 2007). While              
 
processes of convergence have been widely observed between regions located in the three 
geographical divisions of North-West, North-East and Centre (Terrasi 1999, Proietti 2005,      
Dunford 2008), contrasting evidence has been provided on actual convergence processes in 
southern Italy (Arbia and Paelinck 2003, Patacchini 2008, D’Uva and De Siano 2011). Our data 
indicate that the north-south gap was impressive in 1996 and was not significantly reduced in 
the most recent years. This claims for a ‘turning back’ to the economic geography of regional 
disparities in highly polarized countries. As a matter of fact, a renewed understanding of the 
north-south problem in Italy (and likely in the whole southern Europe as well) should reveal its 
wide-range impacts and causes, extending well beyond the industry-service spatial dichotomy 
which revealed the variables most immediately affected (Esposti 2011). The north-south divide 
involves processes, related not only to economic but also to organisational, institutional and 
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Table 4 
Results of Factor Analysis by year 

Variable 
1996   2005 

Axis 1 Axis 2   Axis 1 Axis 2 
# districts 784   686 
Explained variance

1 57.5 13.3
(70.8) 

  49.6 12.8(62.4) 

KMO index
2 0.590   0.604 

Bartlett index
3 3774**(21)   3877**(21) 

Goodness-of-
2 498**(8)   433**(8) 

Factor loadings (active variables) 
INC 0.791 0.272   0.811 0.244 
VPR 0.933 0.258   0.927 0.375 
ASH -0.543 -0.178   -0.569 -0.260 
APR 0.524 0.384   0.272 0.192 
ISH 0.502 -0.121   0.367 -0.359 
IPR 0.932 -0.360   0.924 -0.380 
SPR 0.580 0.527   0.754 0.563 

Correlation with supplementary variables
4 

MAN 0.086 0.194**   0.192** 0.016 
CLU 0.226** 0.250**   0.160* 0.026 
DES -0.373** -0.144*   -0.543** -0.085 
SSH -0.190** -0.189**   0.039 0.537** 
TUR 0.026 0.045   -0.008 0.125* 
URB 0.211** -0.072   0.312** 0.107* 
PDE 0.190** 0.194**   0.264** 0.270** 
GEO -0.660** -0.374**   -0.640** -0.071 
ELE -0.029 -0.086   -0.117* -0.125* 

1) Percent values (cumulated variance in brackets). 
2) Keiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy. 
3) Bartlett’s test of sphericity (degrees of freedom in brackets).  
4) Spearman rank cograduation test (significance was indicated by stars: * 0.001 < p < 0.01; ** 
p < 0.001). 



 

 
 

 

social factors, which develops at the regional scale. Some reflections can be therefore            
formulated from the geographical and the economic perspective (Dunford 2002). 
 
Results suggest that the divide between northern and southern Italy, according to the                  
contrasting development paths that have characterised the two regions from the 1970s,       
consolidated during the investigated period. It was claimed how the economic weakness of 
southern Italy was depending on to the chronicle ‘development deficit’ which is commonly       
observed in other Mediterranean areas (King et al. 2001). However, the causes why southern 
Italy remains one of the most disadvantaged regions in the European Union are extremely 
complex as they depend on path-dependent socio-economic factors that are difficult to reverse 
(e.g. low education attainment and, more in general, a poor quality of the human capital, high 
unemployment rate, a perennial ‘brain drain’ towards the ‘north’ and the spread of organized 
crime). 
 
Industrialisation started in the early -1960s mainly due to public policies impacting few and  
limited areas, with financial incentives for large plants in the chemical, petrochemical and steel 
industries, all sectors that have been deeply affected by the following restructuring processes 
observed in the 1980s (Dunford and Greco 2007). Up to now the share of industry in total   
production have declined, except for some geographically-isolated areas (e.g. some districts 
located in Basilicata region which are commonly referred as ‘the north of the south’) in favour of 
low - and medium-profitability service activities, including commerce, constructions, and the 
public sector. 
 
However, together with the north-south axis, this paper underlines the importance of other  
crucial gradients in the analysis of the spatial distribution of district value added. The FA     
identified at least two additional axes, the coastal-inland and the urban-rural gradients, as       
associated to the level of economic development. In this view, the Spearman correlation    
analysis demonstrated how the (spatial) linkages between economic processes such as      
agricultural intensification, industrial concentration, and tourism development (rather than the 
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Table 5 
Disparities in per-head district value added (euros) in Italy by year and  

geographical division 

Geographical 
division 

Max Min Average 
Range 

(max-min) 
Ratio of Range 

to Average 

% 
Average/

Max 

1996 

North-west 28,295 7,411 16,389 20,884 1.27 73.8 

North-east 31,039 9,605 17,439 21,434 1.23 69.1 

Centre 24,971 6,162 14,012 18,809 1.34 75.3 

South 22,872 3,392 8,044 19,480 2.42 85.2 

Main islands 20,473 3,668 8,240 16,805 2.04 82.1 

2005 

North-west 37,473 10,544 21,106 26,929 1.28 71.9 

North-east 36,771 12,576 22,536 24,195 1.07 65.8 

Centre 31,179 9,730 18,807 21,449 1.14 68.8 

South 22,105 4,758 11,333 17,347 1.53 78.5 

Main islands 21,514 5,088 11,416 16,426 1.44 76.4 



 

 
 

 

‘economic development’ sensu lato) were changing over 1996-2005. Although these findings 
are not conclusive, they suggest novel lines of investigation on regional disparities in the         
Mediterranean region (Leontidou and Marmaras 2001). 
 

Conclusions 
 
As a conclusion, let us remark the limits and advantages of the approach presented here. First, 
we preferred to adopt an exploratory rather than a regression approach, as the classical      
economic studies propose. One of the pitfalls of result’s interpretation from the regression 
analysis is the fact that correlation not necessarily implies causation. In addition, simple      
statistical models based on linear regressions might miss important, non-linear relationships 
among variables. These weaknesses can be mitigated with the use of multidimensional           
techniques and non-parametric correlation, as it was illustrated in this paper. Obviously, it is 
also crucial to verify causation among the investigated processes, that is not the main task of 
multidimensional analyses. To achieve this goal, we are convinced that the effective           
multi-temporal evaluation of economic development may benefit from a holistic approach based 
on multi-scale quantitative models even coupled with qualitative approaches. 
 
The results of this study thus encourage efforts towards more sophisticated models analysing 
empirically-based results. At this stage, a greater importance should be attributed to the            
geographical scale as an informative framework from both the positive and normative          
perspective (Salvati et al. 2012). As a matter of fact, both process understanding and policy 
implementation depend on the mutual interactions among the drivers of economic development 
that work differently at the various relevant scales, including the country, regional, and local 
ones. Only by rescuing the crucial role of scale and its influence in the economic dynamics at 
local scale we can offer a really novel contribution to the economically sustainable development 
of the Mediterranean region and beyond (Zuindeau 2006, 2007, Karlsson 2007). 
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Introduction 
 

Homeownership is the single largest financial investment most people will make during their 
lifetime (United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 1995). Furthermore, 
housing choice can have implications for quality of life, so housing consumers make 
purchasing decisions based on many factors, including affordability, location, specific housing 
or property attributes, and/or the characteristics of the surrounding neighborhood (Tiebout 
1956, Fischel 2000). Because external neighborhood qualities are part of the decision to buy a 
house, it can also influence the monetary value of housing. Thus, neighborhood activities are 
important to many homeowners. Accordingly, NIMBY (“not in my backyard”) activism is 
frequent amongst homeowners. NIMBY citizens will participate in local government to protest 
development in their neighborhoods when they consider the development undesirable. One 
potential type of neighborhood development often perceived as undesirable by single-family 
homeowners in the United States (US) is multifamily housing. US single-family homeowners 
will regularly protest proposed multifamily construction when it is close to their house because 
they fear property devaluation (Pendall 1999). However, no substantial empirical evidence 
shows higher density developments causes any real reduction to surrounding single-family 
property values. In fact, the opposite may be true.   

 
In 1997, the United States National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), using US Census 
and American Housing Survey data, found that the average value of a single-family house in 
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Abstract: Citizens protest development when they consider it undesirable. One type of 
development commonly perceived as undesirable by single-family home owners is 
proximate multifamily housing, often considered a cause of property devaluation. This 
study assesses multifamily housing, by typology, and its monetary association with 
proximate single-family housing prices. The research design is a cross-sectional study 
using multivariate regression. The unit of analysis is the detached single-family dwelling. 
The study population is a sample taken from all arms-length owner-occupied, primary 
residence, detached single-family property transactions recorded in Tallahassee-Leon 
County, Florida, USA, during 2008. The key findings show no statistically significant 
negative associations between multifamily housing and single-family property selling prices 
in the sample; in fact, the two were positively correlated. These findings address single-
family homeowner concerns about proximate multifamily housing and should bolster the 
political feasibility of Smart Growth policy, which recommends denser urban infill  
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the US within 91.44 meters (300 feet) of multifamily residences increased in value at a slightly 
higher rate than single-family houses without multifamily residences nearby, at 2.9% versus 
2.7% per year (Haughey 2005, United States National Association of Home Builders 2004). 
Granted, a concerned single-family homeowner might be a bit skeptical of this statistic, not just 
because of the source, but because the statistic is based on a national dataset. To illustrate, 
many multifamily dwellings (e.g., condominiums) are often found on or near an amenity, such 
as a beach, ski resort, or a thriving urban node. Logically, single-family properties proximate to 
these same amenities will also be proximate to the multifamily residences; capitalizing on the 
same amenity will bring up the national average substantially. This logic follows the basic 
principle of Alonso’s classic Bid Rent Theory, based on the von Thunen model of land use, 
stating that as distance increases from a central node, so do transportation costs/time, and 
therefore rents will decrease (Alonso 1960). Thus, a local amenity may act as a central point for 
housing price premiums, trumping, at the aggregate level, any nuisance imposed by multifamily 
dwellings.   
 
Either way, the fact remains that community residents across the nation regularly protest new 
multifamily housing developments proposed for their neighborhoods (Babcock 1966, Scott 
1969, Plotkin 1987, Pendall 1999). An investigation of 182 proposed housing developments in 
the San Francisco Bay Area during the late 1980s showed that multifamily projects were most 
likely to encounter NIMBY resistance. In the San Francisco Bay Area study, Pendall found 61% 
of all projects prompted some form of public opposition, but multifamily projects were 42% 
more likely to generate public controversy than other proposed developments (Pendall 1999).   
 
Even though studies examining the effects of subsidized housing on surrounding property 
values generally show no monetary effect on surrounding property values (Haughey 2005, 
Nguyen 2005, Pollakowski 2005), one likely issue with multifamily housing in the US is that it 
can be associated with more “affordable” housing, attracting lower income and ethnic minority 
residents. Despite continuous and significant improvements in racial attitudes amongst US 
Whites, race still partly explains today’s housing segregation (Charles 2005, Ihlanfeldt and 
Scafidi 2004). When Ihlanfeldt and Scafidi (2004) interviewed housing consumers in Atlanta, 
Boston, Los Angeles, and Detroit to investigate neighborhood racial composition and the 
willingness to live in a neighborhood, they found that more Black residents meant fewer Whites 
were willing to live in that neighborhood.  In 2000, Pendall conducted an analysis of survey 
data collected in 1994 for 1,510 localities (including counties, cities, and towns) in the largest 
25 metro areas in the United States to investigate low density zoning and racial exclusion. He 
found a positive correlation. So, while the exclusionary measures may be indirect, they are 
effective (Pendall 2000).  
 
To further confirm the trend in housing values, Pollakowski (2005) looked at seven multifamily 
housing developments in suburban Boston that contained at least 20% subsidized units and 
were built between 1986 and 2002, following the developments over time and examining 
surrounding property values to control communities and found no significant differences in 
property values between study areas and control areas. In another study by the Family 
Housing Fund in Minnesota, subsidized rental housing did not affect surrounding housing 
prices (Haughey 2005). In a related study in the San Francisco Bay Area that analyzed the 
effects of six new multifamily subsidized housing developments on near-by housing units, again 
no significant adverse effects on nearby housing units were found. In fact, in the San Francisco 
Bay Area study, some neighboring house values increased as the property was closer to the 
development (Cummings and Landis 1993). 
 
Whatever the reasons, single-family NIMBY activism against multifamily housing has a very 
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real and direct conflict with Smart Growth. The Smart Growth Network (2006) suggests that: 
“[g]rowth is smart when it gives us great communities, with more choices and personal 
freedom, good return on public investment, greater opportunity across the community, a 
thriving natural environment, and a legacy we can be proud to leave our children and 
grandchildren” (Smart Growth Network 2006, p. 4). Smart Growth directly calls for both density 
and mixed land uses. The underlying principles of Smart Growth advocate providing a range of 
housing opportunities and choices: walkable neighborhoods; a mixture of land-uses; 
preservation of open space, farmland, and natural, beautiful, and environmentally critical areas; 
a variety of transportation choices (like public transit); and compact building design. Each of 
these principles requires densities other than single-use, detached, single-family suburban 
style housing (Smart Growth Network 2006).  
 
While lower density, outward expanding development can have certain quality of life benefits, 
such as access to environmental amenities and larger houses, it can also cost communities 
financially via infrastructure and service costs and socially via resident fragmentation and 
longer commute times (Burchell et al. 2005). Even in communities with growth management 
regulations like urban growth boundaries to help reduce sprawl (Anthony 2004), such land use 
regulations may actually increase housing costs if housing options at multiple densities are not 
available (Ihlanfeldt 2007, Nelson et al. 2002).   
 
Accordingly, Smart Growth promotes dense infill development with a mixture of land uses. 
Consequently, NIMBY activism against multifamily dwellings directly conflicts with Smart 
Growth, making Smart Growth principles politically difficult to implement in many communities 
(Downs 2005, Knaap and Frece 2007). Vocal NIMBY opposition to proposed multifamily 
housing infill developments can result in project denial (Pendall 1999), which may cause a lack 
of affordable housing, exclusionary communities, regional economic spatial mismatch between 
a region’s jobs and workforce, and limited access to certain coveted public goods and services 
like highly valued school systems.  
 
Concerns about property values are understandable, particularly in today’s post mid-to-late 
2000s housing crash era (Daivs 2010, Li 2011). Property is an investment, and people will 
naturally want to protect their investments. This is logical. However, unfounded individual 
concerns that create real costs to society must be addressed and removed from popular 
discourse as we move forward. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 

Despite the push for density from anti-sprawl coalitions and Smart Growth advocates, as well 
as the lack of evidence that multifamily housing developments have negative effects on 
surrounding single-family property values, NIMBY thinking and action is common in the United 
States. The result of opposition to proposed multifamily housing developments can lead to a 
lack of affordable housing and exclusionary communities, regional economic spatial mismatch 
between a region’s jobs and workforce, and general barriers to geographies of opportunities 
like high quality school systems (Ihlanfeldt 2007, Briggs 2005).   

 

This study assesses multifamily housing intrinsically and by typology: duplexes (two attached 
units), triplexes (three attached units), quads (four attached units), townhouses (five or more 
units of row housing), condominiums (five or more units of stacked housing), and apartments 
(five or more units of stacked rental housing with a single owner). We examined the association 
with single-family housing prices. Apartments are rental only, but other housing typologies 
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(including single-family) may be rentals or owner occupied.  

 

Our central research question asked:  
 

Is there a correlation between proximate types of multifamily dwellings and single-
family housing prices, and if so, what are the directions and magnitudes of these 
associations?   

 
The central hypothesis tested was that:  

 
Proximate multifamily dwellings do have a significant negative correlation with single-
family housing prices, and the more intense the multifamily housing type, the greater 
the negative association.   

 
For this study, the unit of analysis was the detached single-family property, a parcel of land 
containing only one residential unit. The study population was a sample of all owner-occupied, 
primary residences, detached single-family housing units; we used arms-length property 
transactions recorded in Tallahassee-Leon County, FL, during the calendar year of 2008. All 
transactions were recorded by the local county property appraiser’s office and warehoused with 
the Florida Department of Revenue. All data in the sample were derived from the Florida 
Department of Revenue Final Real Property Tax Rolls and accompanying Geographic 
Informational System (GIS) files (Florida Department of Revenue 2008). Tallahassee is the 
state capital of Florida; US Census population estimates from July 1, 2008, indicate 
Tallahassee-Leon County housed 264,063 persons with 159,012 persons actually residing in 
the City of Tallahassee. This equals 69,173 single-family houses, with a total of 2,027 
qualifying transactions for the study sample (United States Census Bureau 2008).  

 

Because we were particularly interested in any monetary association between single-family 
property and nearby multifamily development, we used a cross-sectional multivariate 
regression (aka a “hedonic price model”) to analyze the data. Hedonic price models assume 
that price is a function of an item’s own features, plus all other associated attributes (Sirmans et 
al. 2005). In this case, we assumed that the selling price of a property is the sum of its own 
physical characteristics, its location, and any surrounding [external] characteristics.     
 
The dependent variable in this study was the dollar amount of qualified arms-length 
transactions for owner-occupied, primary single-family detached residential property in 
Tallahassee-Leon County. Of a total 2,027 qualified observations, the average selling price was 
$193,918.70, with the standard deviation from the mean being $76,228.41 and a range of 
$35,000 to $400,000.1) The month of the transaction was included in the model to control for 
seasonality of housing transactions, which spike during the summer months. The month of 
transaction was a dummy variable, based on the month of recorded transaction.   
 
The internal property characteristics included in the model for control were the size of the unit’s 
living space, the age of the residential structure, and the lot size. While a wide range of very 
specific housing characteristics might be considered in an individual’s purchasing decision, 
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these variables control for most differences in single-family housing stock. For example, the 
age of the house will proxy for features of architectural trends, and the total living space in the 
house will control for the likely number of bedrooms, and so forth. The external property 
variables included in the model for control were the property’s distance from downtown, which 
is a proxy for commute times and other locational attributes; the taxing authority, a proxy for 
taxes levied versus the services rendered; and the Census Block Group, a proxy for fixed 
neighborhood characteristics.   

 
The independent variable of particular interest was the proximity of single-family house to 
multifamily housing. Through experimentation with various buffers around multifamily 
properties, the most logical breaks were 45.72 meters (150 feet) and 91.44 meters (300 feet). 
The 45.72 meter (150 foot) buffer was optimal for selecting single-family properties directly 
adjacent to multifamily properties; this buffer distance will hereafter be called “adjacent.” The 
91.44 meter (300 foot) buffer included single-family properties close but not directly adjacent to 
multifamily properties; this buffer distance will hereafter be called “nearby.” The National 
Association of Home Builders (2004) study also used a 91.44 meter (300 foot) buffer in their 
analysis. A larger buffer included too many of the county’s total recently sold single-family 
properties. A visual inspection determined which multifamily property types would be included 
as buffer originators. Within the nearby buffer, 105 houses were proximate to duplexes, 23 to 
triplexes, 47 to quads, 148 to townhouses, 15 to condominiums, and 110 to apartments. Within 
the adjacent buffer, 62 houses were proximate to duplexes, 8 to triplexes, 30 to quads, 77 to 
townhouses, 6 to condominiums, and 57 to apartments.   

 

Our applied regression models were as follows:   
 

[1] selling price = B0 + B1(proximity to multifamily) + B2(living space) + B3(lot size) + B4

(age of house) + B5(distance from downtown) + B6(census block 
group) + B7(tax authority code) + B8(month of transaction) + e 
              

[2] selling price = B0 + B1(proximity to duplex) + B2(proximity to triplex) + B3(proximity 
to quad) + B4(proximity to townhouse) + B5(proximity to 
condominium) + B6(proximity to apartments) + B7(living space) + B8

(lot size) + B9(age of house) + B10(distance from downtown) + B11

(census block group) + B12(tax authority code) + B13(month of 
transaction) + e  

 
When checking for violations to the assumptions of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), variance 
inflation factor (vif) was used to test for multicollinearity. All variable scores were less than 4.0 
and therefore acceptable. To test for spatial autocorrelation, a Moran’s I (index of spatial 
autocorrelation) was used, and the test indicated a fairly random distribution within the sample 
(Mitchell 1999). A Breusch-Pagan/Cooks-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity indicated a lack 
of constant variance, however, so robust standard errors was applied to down-weight influential 
observations in the regression (Chatterjee and Hadi 2006, Hoffman 2004). Visual diagnostics 
indicated that the sample displayed a positively skewed histogram of selling price. However, 
the central limit theorem states that for larger samples, the distributions of the averages will 
approach normal regardless of the sample’s distribution shape, so this was not a concern 
(Agresti and Finlay 1997). No other issues were identified during diagnostics.  
 
Table 1 lists and briefly describes all study variables and data sources. Table 2 displays the 
descriptive statistics.   
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Results and Discussion 

 

Of the 2,027 single-family properties in the sample, 276 or approximately 14% were nearby 
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Variable Description 

Selling price US dollar amount, arms-length real estate transaction, owner-
occupied, primary single-family detached residential property 

Proximity to multifamily distance in meters/feet from parcel to multifamily unit housing 
(buffer) 

Living space total (adjusted)  square meters of living space (computed in 
square feet) 

Lot size total hectares (computed in acres) 

Age of house 2008 minus year house originally built 

Distance from 
downtown 

distance in kilometers from parcel to center point in downtown 
(computed in miles) 

Census Block Group geographic identification number 

Tax authority whether the parcel is in the city or the unincorporated county 

Month of transaction month of recorded real estate transaction 

Table 1 
Descriptions of Variables 

Table 2 
Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Range Mean/Standard Deviation or 
Percent/Frequency 

Selling price $35,000; 400,000 $193,918.70 
$73,962.06 

[If] adjacent to multifamily 
  (45.72 meters/150 feet) 

0;1 8.58% 
174 

[If] nearby multifamily 
  (91.44 meters/300 feet) 

0;1 13.62% 
276 

   Living space 195.07sqm (640sqft); 
1,725.17sqm 

(5,660sqft) 

541.16sqm (1,775.46sqft) 
183.07sqm (600.64sqft) 

Lot size .04h (.09ac); 
.98h (2.43ac) 

.2h (.50ac) 
.08h (.20ac) 

Age of house 0; 83 17.49 
13.41 

Distance from downtown 0.51k (.32mi); 
41.88k (26.02mi) 

8.29k (5.15mi) 
4.6k (2.86mi) 

In city 0; 1 66.65% 
1,351 

Notes: n = 2,027; sqm = square meters; sqft = square feet; h = hectares; ac = acres; k = kilometers; 
mi = miles; Census Block Group and month of transaction also regressed, as Stata generated categorical 
dummy variables for control purposes; distance from downtown remained in its linear form for regression. 



 

 
 

 

(within 91.44 meters/300 feet) of one of the six types of multifamily housing, and 174 or 
approximately 9% were adjacent (within 45.72 meters/150 feet). Overall, single-family 
properties selling within these buffers sold for more than the typical single-family properties in 
the 2008 Tallahassee-Leon County stock. Single-family properties adjacent to multifamily 
housing sold for $7,206.68 more on average, and single-family properties near multifamily 
housing sold for $8,244.91 more on average. In addition to being positive, these coefficients 
were significant at alpha level .01. This correlation holds with all else being equal in the model: 
living space, lot size, age of house, distance from downtown, and whether the property was 
within the city limits. Of the control variables, all but the distance from downtown variable 
demonstrated statistical significance.   
 
Of the multifamily housing, however, only townhouses and apartments had statistically 
significant relationships at the individual typology level. Single-family properties adjacent to 
townhouses sold for $5,679.47 more on average, and single-family properties near townhouses 
sold for $6,330.26 more on average. These coefficients were significant at alpha level .05. 
Single-family properties adjacent to apartments sold for $13,427.87 more on average, and 
single-family properties near townhouses sold for $9,372.91 more on average. These 
coefficients were significant at alpha level .01 for adjacent housing, and .10 for nearby housing. 
Please see Table 3 for all regression outputs. 

 
After the initial adjacent and nearby buffer tests, further visual inspection was conducted; any 
single-family properties in the sample within the designated buffer areas judged not to be 
reasonably affected by the presence of proximate multifamily housing were noted. This could 
be because of design, such as the presence of a natural barrier like a dense area of vegetation 
between the single-family and multifamily housing. A dummy variable was used to indicate 
single-family housing judged potentially affected by multifamily units versus single-family 
housing with no visual effect from multifamily units (regardless of proximity). The regressions 
were then run again, but no combination resulted in any substantial changes to our initial 
results.   
 
Finally, even though robust standard errors were figured to down-weight any possible influence 
of observation in all the regressions, the regression was run yet again without any data outside 
of the respective interquartile range. This time, the observations dropped included nine houses 
more than 60 years old, eighteen houses with more than 1066.8 square meters (3,500 square 
feet) of living space, and seventy-four houses on more than .36 hectors (nine tenths of an 
acre). Again, however, no noteworthy changes in the findings were derived from these 
revisions.   
 
One aspect not captured by this model was the price structure for multifamily dwellings. 
Changing demographics, specifically characteristics like age, affect the escalating demand for 
multifamily dwellings, especially in areas conveniently located to various urban design 
amenities, such as walkable mixed-use neighborhoods (Nelson 2012). While proxies were 
included to control for fixed metropolitan locational and neighborhood characteristics, the 
cumulative finding of increased value of single-family housing proximate to multifamily housing 
may be, in part, a response to capturing the benefits of a transition zone.) To better understand 
how this phenomenon might influence overall single-family house selling prices in today’s 
cities, further research is warranted. In fact, the findings from our analysis generate new 
questions for future study.  
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Conclusions 
 
We found no statistically significant negative associations between multifamily housing and 
single-family property selling price in this study. In fact, we found the opposite both overall and 
individually for the typologies of townhouses and apartments. A townhouse is perhaps the most 
non-intrusive form of multifamily housing, and it was not uncommon to find this type of 
development in upscale Tallahassee neighborhoods, so finding this type of multifamily dwelling 
positively correlated with single-family property price was a rather bland finding. Apartments, on 
the other hand, were potentially the most perceivably intrusive of the six multifamily typologies, 
and the positive finding for this typology perhaps warrants further consideration.  
 
One logical explanation for this positive association was that high density apartments were, by 
zoning and design, in mostly dense urban settings, close to urban amenities, thereby making 
the land valuable and thus prime for multifamily development. Thus, logically, the proximate 
single-family property will capitalize on the same urban amenity and therefore the monetary 
land value for the area. This is consistent with the explanation offered in the National 
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Table 3 
Regression Outputs 

Variable Adjacent Nearby 

Proximate to multifamily 
  

7,206.68*** 
(2,106.20) 

8,244.91*** 
(2,550.87) 

Proximate to duplex -1,570.54 
(3,419.84) 

5,643.85 
(4,261.71) 

Proximate to triplex 2,588.259 
(9,770.96) 

3,721.067 
(14,280.05) 

Proximate to quad -6,336.50 
(5,313.03) 

-389.07 
(6,350.41) 

Proximate to townhouse 5,679.47** 
(2,528.45) 

6,330.26** 
(3,185.32) 

Proximate to condominiums 9,338.09 
(10,735.20) 

8,900.07 
(23,998.22) 

Proximate to apartments 13,427.87**** 
(3,725.02) 

9,372.91* 
(4,972.92) 

Living space 88.89**** 
(2.810) 

89.23**** 
(2.81) 

Lot size 7,105.70* 
(3,707.20) 

7,220.14* 
(3,746.29) 

Age of house -872.54**** 
(73.33) 

-868.69**** 
(74.370) 

Distance from downtown .28 
(.27) 

.29 
(.28) 

In city 8,686.89*** 
(2,929.18) 

8,996.79** 
(2938.57) 

Adjusted R-square 
(Prob > F = 0.0000) 

0.8803 0.8795 

Notes: coefficients (robust standard errors); n = 2,027; *P < .10; **P < .05; ***P < .01; ****P < .001; 
negative coefficients noted by “-”; Living space computed in feet, Lot size computed in acres, Distance from 
downtown computed in miles  



 

 
 

 

Association of Home Builder’s (2004) study. Future study on community amenity could verify 
this hypothesis, but the speculation is certainly reasonable.  
 
Another aspect to consider in future study is the price structure of the multifamily dwellings. As 
US Baby Boomers downsize, seeking homes with less maintenance, in neighborhoods with 
more walkable amenities and as Gen Y begins to reject the normative concept of suburban 
homeownership as the “American Dream” in an effort to be more flexible and resilient in their 
lives (Nelson 2012), we must examine the future of our cities, not just housing options and 
markets, but overall urban form. Yesterday’s middle-class, single-family, home owning 
suburbanite NIMBY may very well be tomorrow’s multifamily urban dweller. This will change the 
traditional perception of residents. As population dynamics change, so do wants, needs, 
markets, perceptions, and politics. As with most social science research, studies often raise 
more questions than they provide answers. This study is no exception and this is actually a 
positive outcome. As a result, we begin to ponder bigger questions upon drawing our 
conclusions. We wonder, for example, how the findings in this study relate to shifts in 
tomorrow’s urban planning and design, and how the politics of Smart Growth will change. Is the 
single-family house tomorrow’s “nuisance” on functional society? We can, of course, only 
speculate, but we do know that urban planners have been attempting to combat the costs of 
suburban sprawl for decades (Burchell et al. 2005), and the Smart Growth agenda is at the 
forefront of that effort (Smart Growth Network 2006).  
 
Finding no statistically significant negative correlation between the selling prices of proximate 
multifamily housing and single-family property was fully in line with all previous studies 
reviewed, providing further evidence that directly contradicts commonly stated NIMBY concerns 
of monetary devaluation to surrounding single-family property when multifamily housing is 
close. If a single-family housing consumer simply prefers not to live near dense housing 
populations or large structures for personal and/or aesthetic reasons, this study cannot argue 
with that preference. However, the monetary argument stating that multifamily housing is a 
negative influence on single-family property value was not substantiated by this study. In fact, 
monetarily speaking, multifamily development proximate to single-family property is more likely 
to be positively associated with single-family property selling prices. Thus, single-family 
homeowners should perhaps rejoice when new multifamily neighbors arrive.  
 
Nonetheless, the authors hope that these results will both help alleviate the concerns of single-
family homeowners, monetarily speaking, and help local governments feel more comfortable 
creating and implementing policies that are more conducive to Smart Growth.  
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Introduction 

 
Europe is undergoing a period of major transformations caused by the persistence, scale and 
impact of the economic and financial crisis. As a direct consequence in the spatial plan, a 
profound reshuffle of the territorial structures can be distinguished from local to global levels 
(Kiss 2011). Optimistic forecasts encounter certainty and recent developments show that there 
is not systematic failure in capitalism (Harvey 2010) and that this is unpredictable in duration. 
Therefore, searching for solutions, one of the current questions relates to the direct and indirect 
potential that could have a proper spatial development upon mitigating the crisis. In the context 
of the reinforcement necessity for the role of states in the development process, getting back its 
fundamental function of regulator (Uzunov 2012), there is also a reconsideration of              
endogenous development, which involves additional security among space actors of a state 
union, of any State or region. Recent evolution show “re-teritorialization of the state” and “the  
re-scaling of state power” tendencies (Jones and Jessop 2010, p.1137), along with a tendency 
to increase the role played by the networks of territorial actors. 
 
The context of territorial development is quite complex and does not seem to guarantee an 
evolution that brings, with certainty, sustainable development. Even though after 2010 
documents of great importance for European territorial development were defined and 
approved by 2020 (EU 2020 Strategy and the Territorial Agenda) without a coherent action at 
lower levels where there is no possibility to increase the response capacity of local and regional 
communities to the new challenges arising from the current crisis. In addition to the many tools 
and sets of austerity measures, an essential step should be the conscious assumption of 
responsibility for actions to implement joint projects. These can cover both sectorial and global 
aspects. 
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Abstract: The authors argue through this paper, the importance of rethinking the recently 
abandoned tools that can be reactivated in times of crisis. EU 2020 Strategy and other EU 
documents create a favorable frame in order to achieve the priorities set by reconsidering 
the territorial pact concept. Recent documents define the partnership agreement concept, 
which seems to be more rigid and less flexible than the territorial pact. Having as a starter 
point Romania’s specifics, there are individualized 10 thematic territorial pacts and 8 global 
pacts. They must generate territorial synergies capable of ensuring the coherence between 
regions, states and the European Union as a whole. 
 
Keywords: territorial pact, partnership agreement, EU 2020 Strategy, territorial cohesion, 
sectoral/thematic pact, global pact. 
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European policies have largely followed a path marked out by excessive neo-liberalism 
(Hadjimichalis 2011), which promoted a macro-economic planning from the top down and a 
dogmatic view, according to which the only process that can solve territorial disparities is 
competition, and in its subtle form, competitiveness. As not all European regions and cities can 
be competitive, then those that are will increase the competitiveness through cooperation with 
the others. If this process would also have a solid feedback, to be more precise some of the 
extra return value of increasing competitiveness by cooperating with regions and cities, then we 
could say that the mechanism works. However, this operation should not be considered 
solidarity (sometimes with humiliating connotations), but simply an act of territorial inherent 
regulation for an integrated European development process (Ianoş 2012). 
 
To the current situation there is to be added one thing, emerged from the recent history of new 
states coming out from communist system, that didn’t know to negotiate their entry into the 
European structures. Their lack of cohesion and the existence of individualism, emerged from 
the desire of each state to be better placed than others in matters of competition launched by 
the EU and it has been observed since the early 2000s (Kulcsar 2003). Therefore, taking into 
account that from an economic and social point of view there is to discuss about not only one 
single Europe but "many Europes" (Agnew 2001), there shall be required not only to develop a 
strategy, but a set of appropriate strategies for each group of countries or regions. 
 
In this complexity, it is useful the rediscovery of tools and methods that have played a more or 
less important role in some recent history on territorial development. These tools include the 
territorial pact, appeared as a continuation of formalized cooperation between several local 
institutions and organizations. This formalizing occurred in early ‘90s in Italy (forms of 
cooperation have emerged since the early ’70s), and later in Germany (Picchieri 2002). It 
appears that the formalization of the territorial pact was based on an idea of combining central 
and local policies (De Rita and Bonomi 1998), so that community projects would have been 
financed from government funds. Procedures have been regulated since 1995, an essential 
role being played by ‘Comitato Interministeriale per la Programmazione Economica’. In most of 
the cases, the territorial pacts in Italy focused on local development with industrial districts in 
the center (Clerici, 2004). The current complexity of the territorial reality demands flexibility in 
organizing the production process which implies a high interconnexion, a more complicated 
network between all the actors (Grosjean and Crevoisier 2003). 
 
The territorial pact concept is more complex than the one frequently used to offer support to 
institutions by different actors in the socio-economic, financial, cultural life. It is known that the 
operation of every institution implies an agreement, a pact between all these actors. They 
accept the rules set by the institutions, although sometimes they are in competition. Therefore, 
a pact to support the institutions is created, one that regulates the socio-economic processes 
(Schneider 2006). The teritorial pact can be seen as a part of the integrated development 
model at a regional and loca scale, sustaining the endogeneous development (Christofakis 
2001). 
 
The most important success represents the pacts focused on solving social problems, 
especially those relating to territorial employment (Elisei 2012). Even the European 
Commission approved the European Employment Pact in 1996, insisting on the idea of 
multiplying effects in using Structural Funds for territorial development. 
 
As globalization has positive effects on local and regional economies, the territorial pact by 
reporting to the local, rarely regional, but apparently its numerous bureaucratic elements, was 
abandoned. Now that globalization has shown some limitations, returning to a different 
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territorial pact seems to be a good way of strengthening the regions and their subunits. 
 

The current European context of ‘reinventing the territorial pact’ 
 
At European level, territorial development policies are facing contradictory elements caused by 
the transition from a planning period (2007-2013) to another (2014-2020), given the conditions 
of a crisis that seems to be spreading throughout the 2

nd
 decade of this century. Many 

documents, policies and thus instruments have been designed as a support tool to ensure 
territorial development and economic convergence at European level. In this regard, it is 
relevant the EU 2020 Strategy, launched in November 2009 and discussed in the European 
Parliament, the Council of Ministers and in other forums, in early 2010 (it was adopted in June 
2010 at Brussels). 
 
The main priorities of the strategy aims smart growth, by supporting the process of innovation 
and knowledge, sustainable growth, with an emphasis on resource efficiency and inclusive 
growth, by increasing labor force to ensure economic, social and territorial cohesion. These 
priorities are joined by seven programs to stimulate progress initiative "A European structure 
innovation", "Youth on the Move", "A Digital Agenda for Europe", "Efficient Europe in terms of 
resource", "An industrial policy for the globalization era", "An Agenda for new skills and jobs", 
"European platform against poverty". What the EU wants, through these initiatives, is to 
strengthen economic governance in order to end the crisis, governance that clearly needs a 
consistent and coherent regional support development. The implementation of these strategies 
will represent between others an important progress in achieving territorial cohesion at different 
levels. Acoording to some scientists, territorial cohesion is one of the concepts with a high 
innovative potential concerning European Commission purposed policies (Camagni 2010). 
 
The interconnection of the three strategic pillars provides some coherence to the process of 
territorial development foreshadowed. Intelligent growth is based on improving education, 
achieving performance in research and technology transfer, thus being the engine of economic 
growth. Sustainable growth aims to increase competitiveness through efficient use of 
resources, especially nonrenewable, by accelerating the development of smart grids and 
strengthening the competitive advantage of European business environment. Sustainability will 
be the main product of such increases. The third pillar is inclusive growth so that every 
European citizen will have a job, will not be affected by poverty and will not feel discriminated. 
Only thus European resources can benefit to all regions, decreasing disparities and increasing 
territorial cohesion. On a more analyzed approach, it is clear that the first two pillars are the 
basis in achieving the third one; therefore we can not talk about inclusive growth, if do not have 
knowledge and necessary training and if resources are not used effectively divided. 
 
Of the EU 2020 strategy there is notable the need to define localized policies and measures, 
the only ones able to eliminate long-term potential underutilization and reducing social 
exclusion. It is obvious that the key element in this strategy is the territory that has gained 
operational connotations, along with its transition from variables framework category to the 
dynamic variables, embedded in development. Cohesion policy, under all its aspects, 
integrates the 3 strategic pillars, projecting them in space. 
 
Cohesion Policy 2014-2020 focuses on results by achieving territorial coherence and synergies 
and simplifying its implementation. Legislative architecture provides two regulations: one that 
defines the scope of the European Territorial Cooperation and the second one European 
Territorial Cooperation Group. This policy introduces some key changes in the wording of 
targets (which should be clear and measurable) and in terms of international and national legal 
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framework. In addition, the terms and conditions of financing differ from the period of 2007-
2013; there are several conditionings, that we find both ex-ante and ex-post. The first category 
ensures the European Union there are conditions necessary for the expected investment funds 
(in 2007-2013 lack of such conditionality has led, in some cases, to the  inability to absorb a 
large part of the funds in European countries such as Romania), and the second one is 
designed to encourage and reward states that have fulfilled their objectives. Formally, this 
policy is correct, but not morally! There are at least some elements that have not been taken 
into account: all states are treated as being experienced in accessing and using European 
funds; different levels of development and the inability of states to incur expenditure, for which 
reimbursement is being made at a specific time, that can reach or exceed one year; lack of 
European financial means to help countries have access to such funds; the return of funds to 
the developed countries will have the opposite effect on territorial cohesion. 
 
A positive aspect of the cohesion policy that is to be implemented is the importance given to 
local development, led by communities, with innovative financial means and with a leadership 
strategy. Obviously, there is not to be forgotten the monitoring and evaluation component, that 
should be undertaken along with the basic elements in order not to be considered at the end of 
the projects that they have not followed the procedures because of ignorance or malice. 
 
In defining territorial cohesion policy for the next period a vital significance will have regions 
which are classified into three categories. Besides weak regions and developed ones, a new 
category is represented by transition regions which will have GDP/capita between 75% and 
90% of EU-27 average. 
 
At the same time, the online environment will be placed on a more important position in 
territorial development and often there will be talks about the "e-cohesion" for a better control of 
projects and expansion. Therefore, all member states should have by the end of 2014 suitable 
systems to allow recipients have access to all information in electronic format, not just printed. 
 
Regarding EU funds, the European Regional Development Fund, which aims to reduce 
disparities between regions, will focus on sustainable urban development; mainly there will be 
required the development and adoption of a list of cities where integrated actions will be 
undertaken to promote sustainable development. 
 
The truly innovative element within the cohesion policy for 2014-2020 is the mechanism to 
facilitate and encourage integrated operations through Integrated Territorial Investments (ITI). 
ITI is a tool through which an operation can be supported by several priority axes and programs 
can be linked together through an integrated investment strategy for a particular area or a 
particular functional area. This mechanism may take the form of an integrated urban 
development strategy, but can also support an interurban cooperation for specific projects of 
mutual interest. Action plans together with this tool facilitate the movement of funds to the local 
level in management and partnership, if local governments will insert them into their 
development strategies. 
 
The third major reference document in territorial development is the Territorial Agenda 2020, 
approved during the Inter Ministerial Informal Meeting responsible with Territorial development 
planning spaces on May 19, 2011, in Godollo, Hungary. Within six territorial priorities for EU 
development, priorities defined in the document mentioned above, there are found many 
aspects reinforcing the idea of defining and implementing a territorial pact. Of these, there is to 
be noticed the priority to encourage integrated development of cities, rural specific areas. Cities 
are encouraged to look beyond their administrative limits, focus on regional functions and also 
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to include in their projects peri-urban settlements, rural peripheral areas undeveloped and 
under-populated areas along with processes that disadvantage groups’ segregation. With this 
priority, we foresee the existence and implementation of an expanded partnership, recognizing 
the interdependence between urban and rural areas. Managing these interdependencies and 
development process in such a framework can be possible only through integrated governance 
through partnership-based planning. Hence, the idea of redefining and reconsidering the 
concept of territorial pact as an integrator mean of regional policies aimed at achieving specific 
or global targets. 
 

Territorial Pacts – concept and adaptive approaches 
 
The Europe 2020 Strategy and Cohesion Policy talks about the Partnership Agreement, which 
is one of two major elements (along with Common Strategy Framework) of the programming 
period 2014-2020. It will replace the National Strategy Framework that will practically remain a 
starting point for further development of partnership agreements. This contract will be a joint 
document, a reference one that will require consistency, coherence and thematic focus, 
especially for Operational Programs, also being well defined and quite comprehensive in terms 
of national development programs. 
 
One of the key positions of the Partnership Agreement aims the strategy for integrated 
approach to territorial development and the most affected regions in terms of poverty. It is 
desired for this document to be an effective coordination of policy instruments that impose a 
duty and commitment from both sides, both the member states and the European Union. This 
measure will be more difficult for member states to adopt because it requires a better 
coordination of policies than the National Strategy, but these contracts will be those that will 
initiate partnership commitments at national and regional level. 
 

Italian roots of territorial pact 
 
With this theoretical and instrumental support, Territorial Pacts are those on which current 
problems would apply, in order to change the approach to development issues and to define a 
new role for local initiatives. Analyzing various models at European level, it is clear that the 
Italian model of the so-called "patti territoriali" would be the correct tool for the situation in 
Romania, with some additional amendments. These "patti territoriali" opened new perspectives 
and launched a period of reforms for the Italian planning system, which, until then, the early 
90s, was based primarily on rational-comprehensive model of overlapping plans (from detail to 
territorial scale). 
 
This system still represents the base for territorial and urban development in Italy, but it has 
been enriched with a number of tools and policies that allow the management of urban and 
regional problems. Also, the tools have worked at various levels. Territorial Pacts (1994-1997) 
realized strategies at a sub-regional level, but there were also implemented programs for the 
city and district (ie, "Contratti di Quartiere" - 1996). Also projects supported and developed by 
the European Union contributed greatly to territorial development (ie. Urban I and II). To all this 
was added a crucial factor, the gradual process of decentralization of the Italian system of 
government. 
 
Territorial pacts can be analyzed from several perspectives. If we start from the definition 
according to which "a Territorial Pact for Europe 2020 is an agreement between the 
governmental levels of a country (local, regional, national), then the parties signing it undertake 
to coordinate and synchronize their political agendas to focus on objectives and targets of 2020 
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Strategy through actions and financial resources ". In such a situation the national perspective 
is the one that prevails. 
 
But what emerges from the existing documentation at European level is that these territorial 
pacts can play a vital role in territorial development through proper integration on several 
levels. It is a vertical, horizontal, conceptual, relational and functional integration that we should 
dwell upon, through a precise pact with an explicit partnership and a clear idea of development, 
in order to achieve coherence and cohesion of a region. 
 
European experience, relatively limited in matters of territorial pacts, generally shows its 
dominance in inter-regional and local level. The idea of defining a national territorial pact as a 
tool for integrated territorial development is beneficial one, basing a type of strategy in which 
multistage association of local communities and socio-economic and cultural actors is the key 
of solving the common interest objectives. 
 
The Committe of the Regions considers that in order to achieve the objectives in the EU 2020 
Strategy, the Territorial Pact has to be promoted as a main tool to ensure territorial cohesion at 
a continental level. The territorial pact might be the link between the European Union Agenda, 
the national, regional and local programms correlated to the necessary resources to achieve 
the targets  (Gill, Pereira and Teixeira 2010). 
 
Territorial pact may be considered at national level as a significant document, with decisional 
effects only if it is able to coordinate, direct and produce integrated, consistent and sustainable 
territorial development. This is a tool through which territorial development strategies are 
implemented, promoting growth (as defined in Agenda 2020), by building partnerships between 
public and private actors. 
 
A territorial pact should harmonize different territorial agendas of socio-economic actors, public 
administrations, at various levels, and other interested parties forming the partnership. Such a 
pact with national strategic territorial agenda at national level is correlated with the ones at 
lower levels: interregional, regional, county or local. 
 
Territorial pact is closely related to a clearly defined territory, but also to a forced development 
idea for that territory. Partnership, public and private actors, along with identifying key or 
strategic projects, take over and implement the fundamental idea related to induction of 
territorial growth. 
 

Developing an adaptive approach 
 
By definition, the territorial pact, based on a realistic vision, will need to provide effective 
perspectives, policies and instruments at all main levels (national, regional, county, municipal) 
and intermediate individualized levels (urban areas, metropolitan areas, areas with a specific/
thematic ones). In other words, the territorial pact as a tool can be considered a network of 
connected initiatives in certain territories, involving network shares placed on a multistage (from 
local to national level). 
 
A first approach for territorial pacts focuses on the importance of spatial scale. Thus, the 
territorial pact is always associated with a regional or sub-regional scale (inter-county), being a 
tool that works in a transversal way cross the administrative boundaries, and negotiates 
solutions for territorial development, mediating through institutional powers or/and private 
interests. 
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A second approach is the one taking into account their nature, aiming a specific target or 
another global one. Implementation of a territorial pact regarding integrated national 
development requires participation through cooperation of central actors in managing a network 
of territorial pacts. This management is based on the principle of negotiated programming, after 
which there are being financed projects proposed by regional, inter-regional, regional, county, 
local or inter-local pacts, after a preliminary assessment of applications. Vision of integrating 
these territorial pacts in networks and sub-networks contribute to an integrated development 
nationwide. These networks, subnets structured, include two categories of territorial pacts: 
sectoral (thematic) ones and global ones (Fig.1). 

Thematic territorial pacts are established by territorial actors at different levels to solve a 
problem faced by communities or achieve goals that integrate the projection of a coherent 
regional and national development. These territorial pacts are tools focused on achieving 
relatively punctual targets with effects in efficient structuring and planning functionality. Given 
the realities of the Romanian space, there can be individualized different thematic categories of 
territorial pacts, truly considered instruments in achieving the strategic objectives of territorial 
development in Romania. Among them, those that target the efficient management of some 
areas with different economic potential (touristic, agricultural, forestry) or of some protected 
areas, the industrial clusters development, the improvement of the territorial infrastructure or 
the control of some social phenomena with territorial projection. 
 
Global pacts aim building partnerships between different actors and different levels of structure 
in order to boost sustainable management of different types of spaces. Targets are some 
focused on the development of the territories with a certain specific. Global territorial pacts are 
real territorial cohesion instruments and their implementation requires the existence of a flexible 
and very complex cooperation framework. As examples, specific for Romania, we can 
emphasize those that refer to different urban structures, to mountain or deltaic areas, to deep 
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rural areas or transboundary areas. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Territorial pacts defined above may be accepted as toolkits in achieving an integrated national 
development, involving both these horizontal and vertical cooperation. Central bodies included 
in such territorial pacts can print them towards national strategic objectives; even if each is 
founded on a force idea emerged of each structure. 
 
The passage from the gouverment to the gouvernance is a process where the key role is 
played by the territorial capital. Through the territorial gouvernance, there is a structuring 
process with an infinity of relationships between different actors, interested and non-conflictuals 
(Davoudi et al. 2008). The logic connexion is that the territorial pact is the most efficient 
sollution to achieve territorial gouvernance  in order to increase territorial cohesion from a local 
level to the European Union level in its integrity. 
 
National integrated development territorial pact, supported by a network of territorial pacts, is a 
necessity. Turning it into reality involves a clear definition, in a European and national context, 
of the concept of territorial pact, but also the one of network of territorial pacts, on the one 
hand, and implementation methods, on the other hand. Analyses undertaken by the pilot 
territorial pacts can contribute to learning more unknown items, especially regarding their 
territorial implementation. Multi-level governance, differentiated on 4 levels (local, regional, 
national and European) in Europe (Painter 2008) can be supported by the existence of some 
pacts from the same area, or by the cross-level pacts. Territorial pacts can be considered an 
example of collective action that can be permanently improved (Perri 2003). 
 
Essentially, territorial pact is a commitment that can provide some legal resources with role in 
regulating relations between partners (private and institutional). In addition to other agreements 
on territorial development, it suggests forms of cross-border agreements and multi-scale, with 
variable geometry, which are essential to rethinking how to manage territorial development 
processes through intelligent, creative, sustainable and inclusive growth. 
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  Journal of Urban and Regional Analysis,  
vol. V, 1, 2013, p. 99 - 102 

The book represents the outcome of the 
research on transition processes in Bulgaria 
having been made by Prof. dr. hab. Margarita 
Ilieva during  the past two decades. This  is 
motivated by the need of a complex analysis 
of social-economic transformations in post-
communist Bulgaria.  
 
The objective of the study consists in the 
analysis of particularities of sociol-economic 
transformations in Bulgaria in the post-
communist period as well as of their regional 
and local differences. The analysis has been 
done through illustrating the transformation 
effects in three different domains: national 
economy as a whole, one of the economic 
branches (agriculture), and one of the 
functional systems (labor market); special 
attention being paid on territorial differences.  
The book is largely based on the thesis 
prepared for obtaining the dr. hab. degree, and 
thus bears the imprint of the formal thesis’ 
structure and language.  
 
The theoretical part of the work discusses 
various topics of social-economic changes, 
with special focus on the analysis of the term 
'transformation' and its various meanings in 
geographical (and not only) literature. One of 
the crucial methodological aspects discussed 
in the book deals with measuring the degree of 
transformation. There is plenty of literature 
dedicated to various aspects of (economical) 
geographical transformations (more than 600 
publications by international scholars as well 
as by Bulgarian, Polish, Hungarian, and 

Russian researchers are cited in the book). 
Professionals in economic and geographical 
research acknowledge that Eastern European 
countries are in transformation phase, a 
transition from centrally-planned to market 
economy. However, it is difficult to measure 
this transition, taking in consideration the great 
variety of 'market' economies. After the 
meaningful discussion of the issue, the work 
comes up with an integral indicator to measure 
the achieved level of transformation in the 
individual territorial unit. 
 
According to the author, the transformation of 
agricultural sector plays critical role in post-
communist evolution of the Bulgarian national 
economy thanks to the high share of this 
sector in socialist Bulgaria. Privatization in 
Bulgaria has been realized more slowly than in 
other transition countries. If considering 
employees in public vs. private sector, since 
1999 even in the most disadvantaged regions 
private ownership of the means of production 
has become dominating. The author, based on 
the J. Kornai's (2008) criteria, concludes that 
the transformation of Bulgaria's economic 
system “has already been completed”. 
However, it seems that the accomplishment of 
formal criteria has not led to the establishment 
of fully functional and competitive market 
economy. Reported issues refer to low 
attractiveness of Bulgaria for foreign investors, 
slow pace of the reforms and small share of 
processed goods in export trade as well as low 
labor productivity and obsolete production 
technologies.  
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The change in property structure was 
accompanied by the transformation of branch 
structure of the economy, from prevailing 
agriculture and industry at the beginning of 
transition period to services’ increasing 
dominance at present. The author pays 
special attention on changes in agricultural 
sector. Its evolution in post-communist 
Bulgaria has not been very promising. In spite 
of long history and favorable natural 
conditions, agriculture has been declining. A 
long list of factors to hamper its development 
in the context of market economy is 
enumerated in the work. The author complains 
that land privatization, seen as one of the 
priorities of transition to market economy, has 
been realized in a “rather atypical for other 
countries ways”, but has not accomplished its 
main goal: development of a competitive 
agriculture. Fragmented lands and small farms 
substantially undermine the efficiency of 
Bulgarian agriculture. Other directions of the 
land reform have not led to the expected 
results as well. In these circumstances the 
author underlines that the crisis in Bulgarian 
agriculture is much deeper than in other EU 
countries with socialist past.  
 
Changes in the labor market are similar to the 
other Eastern-European transition countries. 
The author points out to the factors affecting 
regional labor markets: population decrease, 
aging, out-migration. Due to these factors, 
Bulgaria lost 22% of its labor force in the 
period 1988-2007. The author highlights the 
problem of discouraged people, not seeking 
any job, which forms a significant group on the 
national labor market. In the author's opinion, 
“delay” in the formation of the middle class in 
Bulgaria is one of the main consequences of 
labor crisis and of the high rates of 
unemployment. 
 
The analysis of territorial differences shows a 
growing dispersion in the regions’ economic 
development and increasing the gap between 
the leading region and the catching-up ones. 
At the same time, Bulgarian regions are 
among the poorest in EU27. Despite these 
pessimistic features, the author points out that 
economic hot-spots are present in all the 

regions, and “engines of growth” are spread all 
over the country. This might represent an 
advantage in the application of specific 
regional development policies, based on 
growth poles and growth centers. The analysis 
of regional disparities, made by the author, 
points to the opposition north vs. south: the 
southern part of the country is more developed 
than the northern one. A more detailed 
territorial analysis reveals the fact that impact 
of transition varied across districts. Big 
agglomerations with their administrative units 
are the primary beneficiaries of the transition. 
However, in the broader context of European 
transition, Bulgarian agglomerations are 
among the poorest ones. 
 
The author highlights that in comparison to 
other Eastern-European countries, the 
Bulgarian transition was much slower and 
harder to pass through because of various 
domestic and foreign contexts, which have 
formed the “Bulgarian mode” of the reforms. 
While other countries, such as Poland, 
Slovenia, Hungary, Albania etc. reached the 
pre-transition level of GDP in the first ten years 
of post-communist transformations (1990-
1999), Bulgaria achieves this target in 2007. 
Because of the “delayed” transition, the impact 
of the reforms was not the one expected. The 
author's conclusion about the transformation 
process is quite a pessimistic one: among the 
transition countries Bulgaria is rather a “loser”. 
 
We can conclude that the book represents 
quite a deep radiography of several main 
aspects of Bulgarian economic transition to the 
market economy. One would expect that such 
a work should end up providing practical 
recommendations to improve economic 
development policy. In such a case the work 
would have got lost among other policy 
recommendation papers and reports, which 
would have had limited impact on transition 
process in Bulgaria. The author, instead, 
chose the academic format in order to avoid 
transient effect of the study. Her concerns 
were to make a work that would contribute to 
the elaboration of a “transformation theory”, 

which explains the chosen level of complexity.  
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Such a complex study, trying to cover the main 
aspects of the transition at the country level, is 
quite rare at present. Not all the transition 
countries enjoy it.  
 
The author chose an ambitious task, which 
she successfully accomplished. Although she 
points to the geographical nature of her 
analysis, I would recommend the book not just 
for geographers, but for  economists, policy 
analysts and for other scholars concerned 

about transition processes and the Eastern 
European geographical space. Moreover, the 
book structure and methodology developed in 
it would be useful as a template in designing 
studies on other transition economies as well. 
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Numerous changes in global and regional 
climates have been observed, documented 
and studied from the viewpoints of various 
sciences and at different scales (IPCC, 2007). 
On the one hand, changes in global, and, 
especially, regional, climate represent the 
triggering factor of alterations in ecosystems 
and in the environment of those regions, 
affecting people's welfare as well. On the other 
hand, changes of regional economic 
relationships, economic growth or decay, can 
diminish or accentuate negative impact on the 
environment and quality of life. Thus, it might 
be difficult to find the determinant factor for the 
changes at the regional level in certain 
economic contexts. Here, multidisciplinary and 
complex approaches would give better results.  
 
At a first glance, the book by Asim Zia appears 
to be quite far from regional analysis: its title, 
“Post-Kyoto climate governance”, suggests 
that in the book, some approaches for 
developing the climate governance regime 
after the end of the first commitment period of 
the Kyoto Protocol in 2012 will be presented. 
In addition to this obvious theme, the book 
“takes a trans-disciplinary perspective to 
identify the causes of failure in developing of 

(current – I.S.) international climate policy 
regime”. However, after a more careful 
examination of the book, an aspect catches 
attention of a regional analyst/planner. It is 
related to the theoretical framework of this 
policy-analysis study. The most characteristic 
climate governance issues were passed 
through a double sieve of the critical analysis: 
three theoretical perspectives (“rational”, 
“constructivist”, and “complexity”) and three 
“critical policy analytical lenses” (scale, 
ideology, and knowledge). Thus, the scale 
“lens” is related to temporal and spatial 
discounting as well as to synergies and trade-
offs in complex systems; the ideology “lens” 
focuses on the risk, its uncertainty and its 
perception in complex societies; the 
knowledge “lens” deals with market 
approaches to climate governance 
(greenhouse gases emission entitlements, 
accountability etc.). The “complexity” 
perspective, which suggests that not just the 
atmosphere must be taken into consideration 
in climate change governance, opens a new 
view on the trans-scale perspective of the 
climate change governance of territorial 
systems at various levels, from local to global. 
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In his discourse, the author adopts the position 
of those researchers (“constructivists, social 
psychologists and critical theorists/political 
ecologists”, in his terminology) who do not 
consider Kyoto Protocol's legacy “as very 
useful in terms of mitigating anthropogenic 
climate change”. Actually, the author argues 
that Bretton-Woods institutions (United 
Nations, the World Bank etc.) do not constitute 
a system that would be promoting harmonious 
and unidirectional environmental policy; that 
these institutions are not able to cope with 
current environmental challenges (global 
climate change, global food insecurity, and 
global biodiversity loss). These institutions, 
being designed with the specific purpose of 
stabilization of the post-WWII world, fail when 
trying to cope with current environmental 
challenges: “WTO is promoting deforestation, 
while UN-REDD and UNEP programs are 
promoting forest conservation; where the 
World Bank is promoting unfettered economic 
development, while the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) is promoting 
biodiversity conservation” (p. 14). The book 
strongly criticizes their current policies, which 
seem to have totally opposite targets. 
 
The author advocates the importance of 
complexity theorists, which “can bring new 
insights in informing this global policy 
discourse” (p. 15). The author argues that “a 
complex systems based adaptive, 
decentralized and democratically anchored 
governance of coupled human and natural 
systems could be used as guideposts to 
adequately cope with global environmental 
and social crises” (p. 162). According to the 
author's opinion, the out-dated Bretton-Woods 
institutions should be replaced by the new 
ones, based on the complex systems 

approach. The latter would facilitate shifting 
“from expert-based international organizations 
to democratically-anchored governance 
networks” (p. 11). Within such networks 
regional entities would enjoy more power in 
climate governance debates and decision-
making. Thus, instead of more or less directive 
approach, currently promoted by those Bretton 
Woods institutions, whose activity affects 
global challenges, the climate policy would 
result from the democratic dialog within the 
networks specifically designed for governing 
social ecological systems. In such a way, 
“human civilization is called upon... not to 
control, but to enable and adapt, and partially 
shape what will emerge” (p. 9). Unlike control, 
which implies certain robustness of its 
structures, adaptation and shaping are highly 
flexible. The latter allows regional systems 
“transition(ing) in and out of multiple stable 
states, or even exist(ing) far from 
equilibrium” (p. 9).  
 
This approach is particularly attractive for 
regional analysts and urban planners. In such 
a way, they would have more meaningful 
contribution to climate governance, while 
climate policy would pay more attention to 
regional peculiarities. A critical mass of 
regional opinions would be able to significantly 
shape the global climate governance 
discourse. I believe this book would serve as 
excellent starting point for involving territorial 
systems approach into climate policy debates, 
and, ultimately, into climate governance 
architecture of the post-Kyoto era.  
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